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Abstract 
This thesis considers the history and evolution of television medical dramas beginning in 

the 1950s and spanning until current day.  It assesses both the true accuracy and 

perceived accuracy of the information provided in these programs and questions the 

motivations for watching these shows.  This thesis additionally considers the potential 

implications of light and heavy viewing of medical dramas.  Furthermore, this thesis 

addresses the educational aspects of medical dramas, both in the public education and 

formal education contexts, and considers measures that could be undertaken to improve 

the educational value of these existing programs.  
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Introduction  
The idea for this thesis first came to me when I was an undergraduate student at Vassar 

College studying Science, Technology and Society.  An avid watcher of medical dramas, 

I was already interested in discussing the storylines of these shows.  But as I was 

introduced to the field of bioethics through my undergraduate studies, I began to think 

about the ethical choices of fictional doctors in a different way, and, for the first time, I 

began to wonder how watching hours on end of House, M.D., Scrubs and Grey’s 

Anatomy might be impacting me as a viewer.  I wished to enroll in a class tackling the 

topic of medical drama but, unfortunately for me, this course did not exist.  When it came 

time to choose a topic for my graduate thesis in Bioethics at Wake Forest, the idea of 

writing about medical dramas kept coming to the forefront of my mind and, with the 

support of my advisor, Professor Christine Coughlin, J.D., I decided to take on the topic. 

To inform this thesis I considered a variety of different sources including academic 

articles, research studies, reaction videos and blog posts, and actual episodes of 

primetime medical dramas. 

Chapter one provides a historical look at medical dramas by selecting and describing 

representational shows from various time periods, beginning with Medic in 1954 and 

ending with currently running prime-time medical dramas like New Amsterdam and The 

Resident.  This chapter will demonstrate the evolution of the genre and question how this 

progression was impacted by social views of healthcare and, in turn, how medical dramas 

may have affected public sentiment.  Aspects of the genre that have stayed relatively 

consistent will also be identified, including the use of medical advisors and genuine 

medical equipment to enhance medical realism.  
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Chapter two investigates viewer motivations for watching television medical dramas, 

questioning whether viewers choose this genre due to perceived accuracy and educational 

value, or simply for entertainment reasons.  This discussion is informed using pre-

existing survey data from several studies.  This chapter also examines the accuracy of 

medical drama content, about medical information, medical ethics, and professionalism.  

Additionally, Chapter two addresses the potential impacts that watching medical dramas 

may have on viewers. 

Chapter three explores the idea of television medical dramas as “entertainment-

education.”  First this chapter looks to methods for combining entertainment television 

with public education.  Traditional methods include public service announcements and 

the presentation of toll-free telephone numbers at the end of specific episodes.  Chapter 

three asserts that similar tools can be employed to educate the public about the 

information presented in medical dramas.  This includes summaries of specific medical 

drama episodes, offering examples of how these episodes might be interacted with to 

increase educational value and direct viewers toward reliable medical information.  

The fourth and final chapter of this thesis advocates for the incorporation of television 

medical dramas into formal education.  This chapter offers justifications for the use of 

medical drama within curriculums for a variety of topics, including medical ethics, 

medical professionalism and communication skills.  Chapter four also provides examples 

of courses and seminars which have already incorporated medical dramas.  Finally, this 

chapter acknowledges and responds to arguments against the use of medical drama in 

formal education while advocating for expanded use of medical dramas. 
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Chapter One:  
A History of Medical Dramas and Society 

Medical dramas first began to appear on American television in the 1950s (Rocchi, 

2019).  Over the years these dramas shifted from being heavily overseen by medical 

organizations and presenting only the image of medicine desired by those organizations, 

to having little official oversight and presenting a more nuanced view of doctors and 

medicine (Turow, 2010; Tapper, 2010).  Though the genre has evolved over the past 70 

years, some aspects of these shows have remained consistent.  One notable consistency is 

the focus on medical realism, which typically includes the use of actual medical-grade 

equipment, filming in actual hospitals, and employing real medical personnel as advisors, 

writers, or producers.  Another commonality is the popularity that this genre has held in 

the United States.  This chapter will explore the history and evolution of medical dramas, 

including discussion of how societal views and desires interacted with these programs.  

I. The History of Medical Television Dramas    

a. Medic,1 Dr. Kildare,2 and Ben Casey3 – Chasing Medical Realism  

While this thesis will not discuss medical movies, focusing instead on medical television 

dramas, it is important to briefly mention how Hollywood’s take on the medical 

profession influenced the ultimate conception of the medical television drama. In the late 

1930s, the American Medical Association (AMA) magazine published an editorial 

 
1 Suggested Episode to Watch: Medic Season 1, Episode 19: Dr. Impossible (1955).  Available for viewing 
at https://youtu.be/TRDifCzgpa4.  
2 Suggested Episode to Watch: Dr. Kildare Season 1, Episode 12: Hit and Run (1961).  Clip available for 
viewing at https://youtu.be/MfpaG6Dp97o; full season available for purchase on Amazon. 
3 Suggested Episode to Watch: Ben Casey Season 2, Episode 1: Mrs. McBroom and the Cloud Watcher 
(1962).  Available for viewing at https://youtu.be/QAEO7rbn0VU.  

https://youtu.be/TRDifCzgpa4
https://youtu.be/MfpaG6Dp97o
https://www.amazon.com/Dr-Kildare-Complete-First-Season/dp/B00CDV4Q9A
https://youtu.be/QAEO7rbn0VU
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discussing and, for the most part denigrating, several medical movies which the AMA 

felt incorrectly and negatively portrayed the American health care system (Turow, 2010).  

In concluding the editorial, the AMA called for Hollywood to depict the medical system 

more accurately by employing competent medical consultants.  The AMA urged 

producers to “channel the public’s interest in medicine into an opportunity for ‘dramatic 

education’ about disease and health” (Turow, 2010).  While the magazine article was 

responding to alleged flaws in medical cinema, the AMA’s proposed changes in portrayal 

were actualized on the small screen in the 1950s and 60s in the form of Medic, Dr. 

Kildare, Ben Casey, and, later, Marcus Welby, M.D. 

Medic, premiering in 1954, was the first prime-time doctor show to become a major 

success.  Medic provided a one-dimensional and entirely flattering representation of 

doctors and the institution of medicine, where the doctor was presented as a God-like 

figure whose aim was always to do good and provide care (Tapper, 2010).  Each Medic 

episode started with the narrator announcing: “Guardian of birth, healer of the sick, 

comforter of the aged, to the profession of medicine, to the men and women who labor in 

its cause, this story is dedicated” (Tapper, 2010).  The episode then proceeded to focus in 

on one medical issue presented in one patient.  Each episode would follow the diagnosis 

and treatment of the patient’s ailment in a quasi-educational style (Chesanow, 2015). 

In addition to encouraging the pro-doctor sentiment described above, Medic was written 

by James Moser with the explicit goal of achieving medical realism. To that end, Moser 

wrote the Medic pilot after months of shadowing doctors at L.A. County Hospital and 

ultimately based the first episode on a real-life situation relayed to him by a senior 

obstetrics resident (Tapper, 2010).  The pilot episode, centered around a pregnant woman 
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with acute leukemia, ended dramatically with the mother dying and the baby being born, 

exactly as it had happened in real life. In addition to being filmed inside of real Los 

Angeles hospitals and written in consultation with physicians and medical experts, certain 

Medic scenes involved filming real medical procedures, most notably an actual childbirth 

which was included in the pilot episode (Turow, 2010). 

Along with Moser’s personal intent to achieve realism, Medic was a joint venture 

between NBC producers and the Los Angeles County Medical Association (LACMA), 

marking it the first time that the LACMA had been involved in any type of media 

endeavor (Tapper, 2010).  Because the LACMA was new to TV and feared the 

consequences of including erroneous or controversial medical information in the show, 

LACMA insisted on having total control over the medical accuracy of every Medic script, 

giving it an unprecedented influence over the TV portrayal of medicine and doctoring 

(Tapper, 2010).  In addition to looking for factual errors, LACMA combed through each 

Medic script for phrases or sentiments that did not fit in with the desired image of a 

physician.  LACM also controlled the depiction of relationships between different 

medical professionals and between doctors and patients, ensuring that only the most 

proper interactions would be included.  Regardless of the emphasis placed factual 

accuracy and medical realism, the show itself was a carefully cultivated and highly 

censored representation of the physician’s view of health care (Tapper, 2010).   

Medic hardly included any nurses or other medical staff, never involved conflicts 

between doctors and the administration, and rarely had episodes involving death.  Though 

the tagline associated with the show was, “No compromise with truth,” and ads in support 

of the new television drama characterized the show as providing “unparalleled realism 
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and honesty,” the show was far from a representational portrayal of the true medical 

experience in the 1950s (Turow, 2010).  This disconnect was not wholly the fault of 

LACM, as Medic also needed to comply with the wishes of NBC and the shows’ 

advertisers.  Citing the desires and readiness of the viewing public, the network and 

advertisers further stifled the program by refusing to allow a planned scene involving real 

cesarian section and banning an entire episode revolving around the experience of a black 

doctor (Turow, 2010).  Though Medic was popular during its two-season run, the 

audience eventually grew bored with the educational and dramatic content of the show, 

LACMA became disenchanted by the changes demanded by the network, and the 

advertisers lost faith in the project.  After two seasons the show was cancelled (Turow, 

2010). 

Dr. Kildare came five years after Medic ended, and while it followed the Medic’s lead by 

highlighting medical issues and novel cures, it diverged from Medic by focusing more on 

the interpersonal relationship between a young doctor and his experienced mentor 

(Chesanow, 2015).  Dr. Kildare did not portray doctors as infallible, but instead as 

“flawed human beings who … are elevated to partake in something far greater than 

themselves” (Tapper, 2010).  While still attempting to preserve medical accuracy by 

employing technical advisors and consultants, unlike Medic, Dr. Kildare focused less on 

jargon and showcasing technological complex procedures, and more on the following the 

complex doctor and his process.  The series showcased the vulnerabilities and emotions 

of main character, Kildare, and portrayed him as a sexual being, who would often have 

romantic relationships with female patients and coworkers (Tapper, 2010).  
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In the same year that Dr. Kildare premiered, ABC began to air Ben Casey.  In contrast to 

Dr. Kildare, who was young, sensitive, and passionate about his patients, Dr. Ben Casey 

was an older, more established neurosurgeon with immense confidence and bravado 

(Tapper, 2010).  The portrayal of the confident and sometimes outright nasty Ben Casey 

drew in the viewership of actual doctors, and the phrase “pulling a Ben Casey” became 

common among physicians as a synonym for “hot-headedness” (Tapper, 2010).  

While Ben Casey demonstrated a doctor with a harsher temperament, and the show itself 

was more committed to portraying exciting medical procedures than its counterpart, both 

Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey were given the full support of the American Medical 

Association (AMA) whose members helped to write episodes for both shows (Tapper, 

2010).  In exchange for allowing AMA committee members to review each episode for 

medical authenticity, the shows were given the authority to post written statements at the 

end of each episode denoting their collaboration with, and seal of approval from, the 

AMA (Tapper, 2010).   

In its work with Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey the AMA sought to advance certain agendas.  

For example, the AMA encouraged an episode of Dr. Kildare in which young unmarried 

girl died during childbirth, the alleged message being that she had not sought appropriate 

medical care during her pregnancy and, therefore, paid the price (Tapper, 2010).  

Similarly, in other episodes the AMA committee insisted on changing certain words or 

ailments to avoid misleading viewers or inducing panic (Tapper, 2021).  Even public 

officials sometimes made attempts to influence the content of these shows.  President 

Lydon Johnson requested that the writers of Dr. Kildare include episodes addressing 

venereal diseases and contraception, but this subject matter was rejected by the board of 
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directors who feared a negative reaction from the audience and advertisers (Thomas, 

2021).  Both Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey enjoyed more leniency in terms of medical 

realism than Medic did (allowing for the use of slightly inaccurate props or factually 

impossible timelines), but the producers, advisors and networks still held to the belief that 

viewers wanted to be “uplifted by their medical heroes,” and, therefore, these shows 

remained unwilling to include outright examples of “bad” doctors or internal drama 

between physicians (Turow, 2010). 

Notably the AMA’s influence on these two shows prevented them from directly 

addressing controversial issues within the institution of U.S. health care.  For example, 

toward the end of the shows’ first seasons, the Kennedy administration’s Medicare 

program was winding through Congress, but neither Ben Casey nor Dr. Kildare included 

any explicit discussion of Medicare or the high cost of health care (Turow, 2010).  

Further, if the cost of health care was illuded to in one of these prime time shows, it could 

be seen as a subtle case against Medicare.  Lawmakers and writers during this time 

pointed to the emphasis that show writers put on Dr. Casey’s poverty, stating that this 

was an under the table argument to viewers that Medicare’s cost controls would “cripple 

already poor physicians and tie the already bureaucratized hospital into knots that even 

the muscular neurosurgeon couldn’t undo” (Turow, 2010).  Bending to the will of the 

AMA the writers of these early medical dramas took to skirting around controversial 

issues in medicine, focusing instead on societal issues that could be addressed in medical 

shows, like drug abuse, mental disability, and the right to die. 

For several years both Ben Casey and Dr. Kildare were widely watched and elicited 

strong reactions from laypeople and medical professionals.  While doctors and nurses 
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were clearly watching Dr. Kildare and Dr. Casey, the public reception to these shows 

was split.  Some doctors lauded these programs for benefiting medicine by making 

people aware of preventative measures like vaccinations, but others were outraged by the 

way the doctors were portrayed.  On one end of the spectrum, the producers of Ben Casey 

received complaints that the cruel way Casey treated sick patients on TV set the doctor-

patient relationship “back by a hundred years.” On the other end, Dr. Kildare was 

criticized for displaying a doctor as imperfect and emotional Dr. Kildare, as they feared 

his character would “wreak havoc on doctors’ image” (Turow, 2010).  While real doctors 

argued about whether these fake doctors were good or bad for the medical profession, 

fans of the shows took to writing letters to the actors (in the tune of 3,500 letters per week 

during the height of Dr. Kildare) asking for medical advice and discussing personal 

health issues.  In interviews at the time, the actors who played Kildare and Casey shared 

that fans would insist on calling them “doctor” in person, and would even claim to have 

been helped medically by watching the show (Turow, 2010). 

Following in the footsteps of their predecessor Medic, while Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey 

enjoyed years as prime-time hits, the audience opinions eventually began to shift, and the 

shows were labeled “too cerebral” and accused of going “over the heads of the masses” 

(Tapper, 2010).  To regain their previous popularity, the writers for both Dr. Kildare and 

Ben Casey began to add more romance and out-of-hospital story plots (Tapper, 2010).  

These changes in the shows’ structure were mostly unwelcomed by longtime viewers and 

failed to provide a boost in their failing ratings.  Ultimately, both shows were cancelled in 

1966.  
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b. Marcus Welby, MD4 – Too Good to be True  

After the end of Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey (as well as several other medical shows that 

ran and failed during the mid-60s, including Nurses and The Eleventh Hour), networks 

were besieged with proposals for the next big medical drama.  At this time, in 1969, CBS 

picked up the show Medical Center and NBC ran The Bold Ones, but the real winner was 

Marcus Welby, M.D., which was chosen by ABC and went on to become one of the most 

popular medical dramas in the network’s history (Turow, 2010). 

Unlike Kildare and Casey, Marcus Welby, M.D. centered around an older physician with 

a small family practice who, following a heart attack, reluctantly hired a young assistant 

(Chesanow, 2015).  Dr. Welby was dedicated to his career and community and the 

message of the show was that he was constantly available to help with any problem, 

serving his community as “the father confessor, the family friend” (Turow, 2010).  By the 

time Marcus Welby, M.D. came out, the AMA had stopped giving out its seal of 

approval, but the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) provided their 

assistance by reviewing and approving scripts and allowing Marcus Welby, M.D. to 

display a statement of support at the end of every episode.  The AAFP, an association of 

general practitioners, was in dire need for good publicity during a time when the AMA 

and medical schools were pushing new doctors to specialize (Turow, 2010). Marcus 

Welby, M.D., the epitome of the fatherly family physician, was the perfect candidate.  In 

addition to reminding current medical students that general practice was a specialty 

option, it was believed by some doctors that shows like Marcus Welby, M.D. could have 

 
4 Suggested Episode to Watch: Season 3, Episode 21: Just a Little Courage.  Available for viewing at 
https://youtu.be/W0Mh1H54NHI.  

https://youtu.be/W0Mh1H54NHI
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a “subliminal conditioning” effect on teenage viewers, convincing them pursue career 

paths in general medicine (Halberstam, 1972). 

Dr. Welby would tackle one issue per episode, devotedly helping a patient through their 

illness and imparting a “weekly lesson,” such as “[e]pileptics can live normal lives, lepers 

can get married, deaf children can be taught to learn, [and] women are not cripples after 

breast surgery” (Halberstam, 1972). 

In stark contrast with the critiques of previous doctor dramas, physicians resented Marcus 

Welby, M.D., not because of inaccurate medical information or negative portrayals of 

doctors, but because he was too good (Chesanow, 2015).  This sentiment is captured 

perfectly in the 1972 New York Times article An M.D. Reviews Dr. Welby of TV, in 

which real-life doctor Michael J. Halberstam expressed his frustrations with having to 

compete with the “perfect” Dr. Welby.  Halberstam began his article by sharing an 

anecdote about working in a hospital and being ignored by patients, or asked to come 

back later, when he tried to interact with them during an episode of Marcus Welby, M.D.  

Halberstam got the sense that his patients would rather spend time with the fictional Dr. 

Welby than himself.  When interviewing patients on this subject, Dr. Halbertam’s 

feelings seem to have been justified, as one patient specifically admitted to wanting Dr. 

Welby to be her doctor because the character was “never in a hurry” and seemed to be 

“so fatherly” (Halberstam, 1972). 

In his article, Halberstam explained that while the medical information in the show was 

“technically perfect” the show itself was a mere fantasy.  “[T]he way Welby carries on, 

you’d think he had nothing to do but take care of one patient a day” (Halberstam, 1972). 

In addition to being jealous of Dr. Welby’s popularity among patients, Halberstam and 
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his colleagues expressed a sense that, due to the show, “46 million Americans expect 

their doctors to drive them to the hospital, adjust the oxygen, sit with them through the 

night, and stand by in the operating room for three hours when the surgeon does his 

magic.” These doctors resented the fictional Welby for creating unrealistic expectations 

in their patients of what bedside manner and the doctor-patient relationship should entail.  

To demonstrate the extreme end of this complaint, Halberstam shared that he had 

attended a medical convention where a guest speaker “lump[ed] in the Welby show 

among factors contributing to the rise of malpractice actions against doctors.” The idea 

being that when doctors cannot be as attentive and perfect as Dr. Welby, patients think 

they’re being mistreated.  Other critics proclaimed that Welby was leading to a “whole 

new generation of hysterical patients” (Halberstam, 1972). 

While individual doctors may have had an issue with the precedents and expectations set 

by the fictional Dr. Welby, medical associations were extremely supportive of the show, 

resulting in Robert Young and James Brolin (the actors who played Dr. Welby and his 

assistant Dr. Kiley) speaking at medical conventions and receiving medical awards.  Both 

Young and Brolin received Life Achievement Awards at the 1974 AMA Convention 

(Turow, 2010). 

Decades after Dr. Halberstam’s New York Times article, and the cancelation of the show, 

American fashion designer Donna Karan wrote an article for the Huffington Post 

lamenting the loss of the “Marcus Welby” type of doctor, who was always available and 

fully devoted to family care (Karan, 2007). “When my husband fell ill, I so wished we 

could turn back the clock and return to Marcus Welby, MD, who we all knew when I was 

a kid” (Karan, 2007).  Dr. Welby was the epitome of “the doctor who listened, the doctor 
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who cared,” who performed house calls and believed that only he could address the ills of 

his patients and community (Karan, 2007).  When looking back on the show from a 

modern lens, Dr. Welby, though held out as the ultimate caring doctor, was extremely 

paternalistic, asserting a “doctor knows best” attitude and employing methods that tended 

to be “crude, chauvinist, and dated” (Tapper, 2010).  At the time, however, he was the 

doctor the people wanted at their side and, according to Donna Karan, he is still the 

doctor many patients and families in the twenty-first century would like to have. 

The show was successful for many years and lasted for seven full seasons but came to an 

end when viewers seemingly turned on Dr. Welby, accusing him of being too good to be 

true, and “unfairly inflating expectations of doctors” (Tapper, 2010).  Feminist scholars 

came for Dr. Welby too, criticizing him for harming women by perpetuating “white 

knight syndrome” (Tapper, 2010).  Like the other popular medical dramas before it, 

Marcus Welby, M.D. was on air only if it represented popular sentiments, and by the 

early 70’s his appeal had expired.   

c. From M*A*S*H5 to St. Elsewhere6 – A Shift in Public Sentiment  

During and after Marcus Welby, M.D. there were several shows that attempted the 

controversial route of exposing the inequity, ethical pitfalls, and structural failures of the 

medical system, but one after another these shows (including Medical Story, The Lazarus 

Syndrome and Seizure) received low ratings and fell by the wayside (Turow, 2010).  

There was one major success story, however, a television show which was a complete 

anomaly at the time: M*A*S*H.  This program was unique not only because it didn’t 

 
5 Suggested episode to watch: Season 1, Episode 2: To Market, to Market.  Available for viewing on Hulu.  
6 Suggested episode to watch: Season 1, Episode 7: Handoff. Available for viewing on Hulu. 
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follow the traditional format of a doctor-hero, or because it didn’t take place in a hospital 

or doctor’s office, but also because it was a dark comedy (Turow, 2010).  Based off a 

movie of the same name, M*A*S*H involved a mobile army surgical hospital during the 

Korean War (Chesanow, 2015).  The show, which on one hand showed the devastating 

work of medics attempting to help save injured soldiers, and on the other was 

characterized by raucous antics, was originally deemed “too dirty” for television.  CBS 

took a chance on the pilot and the show went on to become one of the most watched in 

the history of television (Tapper, 2010). 

While M*A*S*H diverged from the prior formula in so many ways, there was one 

characteristic that stayed consistent—the technical ability of the shows’ surgeons (Turow, 

2010).  The writers and producers of M*A*S*H made sure that the surgeons were 

impeccable professionals “when it counted,” and reasoned that the only way the 

characters could get away with their insubordination outside of the medical context was 

that they were beyond reproach when it came to actual surgical skill (Turow, 2010).  

However, while most of the doctors in M*A*S*H were well-meaning and technically 

proficient, this show was the first to include a recurring physician-character who was 

“incompetent, arrogant, greedy and uncaring toward his patients” (Vandekieft, 2004).  

While prior shows had ignored “quack” or subpar doctors unless they were one-time 

guest stars used only to prove a point, M*A*S*H embraced the reality that some working 

physicians are neither good at their jobs nor concerned with professionalism (Vandekieft, 

2004). 

In addition to research into medical texts from the 1950s, the writers of M*A*S*H were 

dedicated to researching the Korean war, the mental state the medics would have been in, 
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and the timing and process of accomplishing the medical procedures.  Even though the 

show was a dark comedy which did not represent the standard physician, it was well 

received by viewers and doctors alike, who saw the main character, Hawkeye, as a good 

doctor “caught up in a terrible situation not of his making” (Turow, 2010).  Real life 

doctors were intrigued by the way M*A*S*H presented surgeons as real, as opposed to 

idealized.  When compared to the perfect Dr. Welby, the doctors in M*A*S*H presented 

a “middle-ground image as an attractive yet attainable ideal” (Turow, 2010). 

While M*A*S*H did not explicitly take on the institution of medicine, it caused the 

viewers to consider more deeply the barriers to practicing medicine, and question 

whether the doctors themselves oversaw how they practiced medicine (Tapper, 2010).  

Historical events such as the Vietnam War and Watergate caused the public during this 

time to lose confidence in social institutions, including the institution of health care 

(Tapper, 2010).  In the 1980s, with the door opened by M*A*S*H, and viewers feeling 

less trustful of the medical institution, St. Elsewhere—set in a low-income teaching 

hospital in Boston, staffed by doctors who were deeply flawed, and characterized by 

bizarre episode plots—pushed the envelope and ushered in a new era of medical 

television shows which took a critical look at American medicine (Chesanow, 2015).  In 

St. Elsewhere doctors could make mistakes, get sick and even be injured by disgruntled 

patients.  St. Elsewhere pushed toward both cynicism and realism by choosing to include 

instances where patients died, not simply because of their illnesses, but because of 

physician error (Vandekieft, 2004). Even more, the doctors could do intentionally bad 

things, like abuse drugs and cheat on their spouses (Tapper, 2010).   
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St. Elsewhere also differed from the standard medical drama because it chose to 

incorporate chronic illnesses that were not guaranteed to be cured, allowing a difficult 

medical issue to reoccur through several episodes before that story line was resolved 

(Tapper, 2010).  Further, St. Elsewhere was the first prime-time medical drama to include 

a villain in the form of an HMO (Chesanow, 2015).  While the hospital staff dealt with 

their personal problems and struggled to heal patients, they also pushed against the 

limitations of a greedy managed care system (Chesanow, 2015).  Not focused on 

adhering to guidelines of a medical association like the AMA, or fearing that controversy 

would lead to the loss of advertisers and viewers, St. Elsewhere emphasized  that flaws in 

the medical system that had been largely brushed under the rug in previous prime-time 

shows, though it did this while explicitly choosing not to be an “issues show,” focusing 

more on the lives of the individual doctors than the struggles of society (Tapper, 2010). 

Despite all the risks St. Elsewhere took, the show stuck to the traditional goal of 

attempting to achieve medical realism.  The foundations of St. Elsewhere were based on 

the information gathered by writer Josh Brand during a short stint shadowing residents at 

the Cleveland Clinic, as well as the novel House of God (Turow, 2010).  While the show 

did not work with a medical association, the producers followed the lead of other medical 

dramas by hiring an operating room nurse (to order medical equipment and make sure 

that actions looked realistic) as well as doctor to judge the scripts for medical accuracy, 

provide proper medical terminology, and offer guidance on how real doctors would react 

in certain situations (Turow, 2010).  The actors were coached on the proper way to put on 

surgical gloves and perform CPR and watched videotapes of real surgeries to learn how 

to act them out in the show (Turow, 2010).  Physicians generally reacted positively to the 
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realistic nature of St. Elsewhere, being particularly pleased that the show presented 

doctors as humans dealing with personal struggles while attempting to fulfil their work 

responsibilities (Turow, 2010).  The audience, however, eventually grew tired of the 

negative portrayal of doctors and medicine in St. Elsewhere, complaining that they would 

grow to be emotionally invested in the patients at the hospital and then become depressed 

when the show chose to kill them off (Vandekieft, 2004). 

Right after St. Elsewhere was cancelled, a wave of medical dramas premiered, but they 

elected not to emulate the cynical take on medicine central to St. Elsewhere and 

M*A*S*H.  Consequently, there was a return to more optimistic shows with an “acute-

situation-oriented approach” to medicine that harkened back to the days of Dr. Kildare 

and Marcus Welby, M.D. (Turow, 2010).  There was even an attempt to revive the Welby 

character in The Return of Marcus Welby, but this project was ultimately abandoned.  Of 

all the shows aired in the following years, only Doogie Howser, M.D. claimed the prime-

time television title, and it wasn’t until ER premiered in the mid-1990s that another major 

shift in medical dramas was experienced.   

d. The Promise of Chicago Hope7 and the Phenomenon of ER8 

ER and premiered in the same season, six years after the end of St. Elsewhere.  Though 

both programs were set in Chicago, with attractive and charismatic doctors at the 

forefront, ER centered around the emergency room at a public hospital, while Chicago 

Hope followed a group of surgeons at a fancy, high tech hospital (Rosenberg, 1994).  The 

 
7 Suggested episode to watch: Season 2, Episode 10: The Ethics of Hope.  Available for viewing (with ads) 
at https://dai.ly/x5veatz.   
8 Suggested episode to watch: Season 1, Episode 1: 24 Hours.  Available for viewing on Hulu.  

https://dai.ly/x5veatz
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two programs also diverged with levity, as ER typically included moments of humor and 

fun while Chicago Hope was notably more serious (Rosenberg, 1994).   

Both programs captured public interest in a way that the field of bioethics had not.  The 

popularity and unrealistic nature of these shows in their first season prompted bioethicist 

George Annas to state that “the contemporary bioethicist must watch TV to understand 

how Americans see bioethics issues and how they might usefully be explored in public 

forums” (Annas, 1995).  According to Annas, Chicago Hope was a far more promising 

show about bioethics issues, but ER more easily captured the attention of viewers because 

of its reliance on sex, violence and youth, while majorly ignoring the issue of money.  ER 

showed Americans the one place in medicine (the public hospital emergency department) 

where everyone “regardless of race, class, age or insurance status” could get 

compassionate medical care “with no money questions asked” (Annas, 1995).  Chicago 

Hope, on the other hand, was characterized by less youth and sex than ER, but more 

money, violence and “well-drawn contemporary bioethics dilemmas, mostly in the area 

of experimental surgery” (Annas, 1995).  The surgeons in Chicago Hope made a lot of 

money and worked in a complex medical system which included hospital trustees, a chief 

of staff, managed care companies, an ethics committee, and a hospital lawyer.  The show 

also addressed many of the pressing bioethics issues of the time, including euthanasia, 

medical futility, separation of Siamese twins, experimentation on dying patients, sex 

change operations and organ transplants (Annas, 1995).  These ethical determinations 

played out on screen, often including much back-and-forth between different 

stakeholders.  Chicago Hope was not without its critics, however, as the show’s focus on 
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experimental procedures often angered patient’s organizations who asserted that the show 

fostered false hope (Annas, 1995).  

Both shows were successful, but ER became the true star, garnering double the 

viewership of Chicago Hope, receiving twenty Emmy nominations in its first year, and 

running for fifteen seasons (Annas, 1995; ER, 2021).   

ER came out in the fall of 1994, a time when health care, and the issues associated with 

it, was already on the minds of the American public.  By the late 1980s satisfaction polls 

showed that over 90% of Americans believed that the US health care system needed to be 

fundamentally changed (Turow, 2010).  At the end of the 1980s and beginning of the 

1990s “there [were] signs of change in the way real patients regard[ed] real doctors.  

Patients [were] said to be more skeptical, more questioning, less awestruck” (Turow, 

2010).  Then, in 1992, Bill Clinton made health care a central issue in his presidential 

campaign.  While his attempts to usher in a system of universal health care failed, by 

1994 the American public was ready and willing to watch medical dramas which told the 

story of the broken health care system and exposed the institutional barriers that hospitals 

and HMOs created for doctors (Turow, 2010). 

ER was set in a low-income hospital, constantly at risk of being shut down or bought out.  

The doctors saw many different patients throughout a single episode and the camera work 

and speed of the episodes functioned to create an excitement and realism that had not yet 

been achieved in prime-time medical dramas.  The focus on doctors as exhausted and 

depressed, often turning to drinking and drugs to help with their mental anguish and 

losing romantic partners due to the stressors of the job made these characters feel real, 

fallible, and relatable (Tapper, 2010).  While TV critics at the time attributed some of 
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ER’s success to the production and actors, writers like John J. O’Connor of the New York 

Times asserted that the show’s popularity stemmed “from the American public’s 

escalating anxieties over health care in the wake of the utter confusion and helplessness 

in Washington” (Turow, 2010).  ER’s executive producer believed that the show 

resonated with the audience because “people [were] frightened about going to emergency 

rooms, about not being cared [for] by people who are compassionate.”  ER did not appeal 

to viewers by showing them doctors who always cured the patients, but instead by 

demonstrating talented physicians working hard in difficult circumstances, and who did 

not always have the answer, make the right choices, or save their patients.  The show also 

made a point to depict patients complaining about ER wait times, getting angry with 

doctors for ignoring them, and even becoming violent with medical staff, which furthered 

the representation of a hospital filled with tension and hostility (Tapper, 2010). 

While the creators of ER were not pressured to work with outside organizations like the 

AMA to ensure medical accuracy, they strived to achieve that accuracy anyway, to add to 

the sense of realism.  There were real MDs working as writers and consultants and an 

executive producer at the beginning of the series was a real medical intern (Turow, 2010).  

ER was the first prime-time medical drama to have practicing physicians as writers, 

which allowed for a greater sense of truth about the hospital culture (Turow, 2010).  ER 

used more medical jargon than previous shows and discussed procedures without 

dumbing them down for the audience, allowing viewers to feel as if they were getting a 

backstage pass to a real hospital. 
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e. House, M.D.9 and Grey’s Anatomy10 – The Self-Centered Physician  

Unlike ER which was primarily written by doctors, House, M.D. which premiered in 

2004 and ran for eight seasons, was created by lawyer-turned-writer David Shore.  

House, M.D. was helped by doctor consultants to achieve medical accuracy in most 

situations, and was a departure from the ER and Chicago Hope type of medical drama 

that emulated a hospital environment like the ones their viewers might interact with in 

real life.  Instead, House, M.D. focused almost entirely on one doctor, Dr. Gregory 

House, a drug addict and unprofessional genius, who only agreed to treat the most 

obscure and interesting cases (Chesanow, 2015).  Dr. House spent as little time with 

patients as possible, and when he did interact with them his behavior ranged from 

dismissive to cruel.  The point of House, M.D. was to follow Dr. House and his team each 

episode as they diagnosed a specific patient—which often involved trial and error—and  

engaged in unethical and in some cases illegal practices (Tapper, 2010).  Dr. House 

typically cared more about finding the answer than helping the patient and was willing to 

try dangerous and painful “treatments” as he searched for the answer.  “House presents a 

pornographic distortion of medical relationships wherein the therapy, not the therapeutic 

relationship, is central” (Tapper, 2010).  Dr. House’s behavior, and the fact that it was 

tolerated by hospital administration was extremely unrealistic, and so too was the fact 

that the patients in House, M.D. almost always walked away from the situation with a 

diagnosis and a cure.  

 
9 Suggested episode to watch: Season 2, Episode 13: Skin Deep.  Available for viewing on Prime Video. 
10 Suggested episode to watch: Season 13, Episode 22: Leave It Inside.  Available for viewing on Netflix. 
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House, M.D., while diverging from the former model of the medical drama and doing 

very little to act like a real hospital environment, became extremely popular among 

viewers.  Not only was House, M.D. enjoyable to watch, but studies (which will be 

addressed in Chapter Two) have shown that many viewers considered the medical 

information in this show to highly accurate and found Dr. House to be the most 

trustworthy TV doctor (Tapper, 2010).  Doctors, however, were not always fond of what 

House, M.D. was doing, and the writers and producers of the show often received 

complaints about the “notion of a ‘pill-popping’ doctor who treated his patients with such 

distain and disrespect” (Thomas, 2021). 

Premiering one year after House, M.D. and currently airing its eighteenth season, Grey’s 

Anatomy is another medical drama that has received a lot of attention from viewers, 

doctors, and academics (Grey’s Anatomy, 2021).  Grey’s Anatomy was written by non-

doctor Shonda Rhymes, who refers to it as “a relationship show with surgery in it” 

(Tapper, 2010).  Rhymes does not subscribe to the goal of achieving medical realism and 

uses the hospital as a background for the drama, without attempting to educate the 

audience about medicine or the health care system.  The show does employ medical 

consultants for factual accuracy, but this is not central to the appeal of the program 

(Tapper, 2010.   

Grey’s Anatomy stands out as it has a female surgeon as it’s leading character, which in 

terms of representation is relatively ground-breaking in prime-time medical television.  

Additionally, the ensemble cast is one of the most diverse in the history of television 

(Thomas, 2021).  Unlike House, M.D., Grey’s Anatomy is set in a more traditional 

hospital setting and showcases a variety of different types of medicine, but similar to 
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House, M.D. the show’s doctors are shockingly self-focused, so wrapped up in their 

professional goals or personal lives that they have spent the majority of the existing 

seventeen seasons either neglecting their patients or crossing ethical boundaries with 

patients by falling in love with them, making them sicker so they can move up on the 

transplant list, or manipulating clinical trials (Thomas, 2021).  In this show doctors are 

entirely demystified, they are not shown as exhibiting strong leadership or skills or 

morals, but they are exemplary surgeons with interesting personal lives.  Grey’s Anatomy 

also amps up the drama by including natural disasters, shootings, and bombings, where 

doctors and nurses are often harmed or killed (Grey’s Anatomy, 2021).  

Both House, M.D. and Grey’s Anatomy demonstrated a return of the one-dimensional 

doctor, but unlike the omnipotent hero characters of Dr. Kildare and Marcus Welby, M.D. 

these shows centered around sometimes toxic and often selfish doctors who are 

unconnected to their patients.  The doctors in House, M.D. and Grey’s Anatomy were not 

intended to represent the model doctor and were not created alongside medical 

associations hoping to educate the audience while generating good public relations for the 

medical profession.  Instead, these programs were more about entertainment and shock 

value than medicine itself, though, as will be discussed in Chapter Two, the fact that 

education and medical realism was not their intention did not stop audiences from 

considering these programs to have educational value.  
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II. The Current Landscape  

a. New Amsterdam11 & The Resident12 – The Return of the Hero Doctor? 

As of Fall 2021 there are more than a dozen medical dramas airing new episodes on 

network television (The Vore, 2021).  There are also new doctor shows airing on 

subscription services like Netflix and Hulu, not to mention the old medical dramas that 

can be found in reruns on television or in full seasons online.  Two popular medical 

dramas currently producing new episodes are The Resident and New Amsterdam, both of 

which premiered in 2018 (The Resident, 2021; New Amsterdam, 2021).  These shows are 

similar in format and message, each characterized by a resurgence of the “hero-doctor” 

trope and episodes which openly address issues in health care delivery, health care 

funding, and medical ethics.  

New Amsterdam, written by Dr. Eric Manheimer and based on his book 12 Patients, was 

crafted with the explicit intent to focus on a multidimensional hero-doctor, Dr. Goodwin, 

attempting to combat the social determinants of health and “change the system” from 

within (Manheimer, 2019).  In writing this show, Manheimer knew that he was going 

against the grain by calling out the health care system as opposed to leaving it in the 

background like prior TV medical shows had done, but both Dr. Manheimer and Dr. 

Foster (who writes for and produces New Amsterdam) felt hat the timing for a show like 

this was right.  According to Dr. Foster, the success of New Amsterdam would have been 

“unlikely if not for our current state of healthcare,” but after years of public discourse 

regarding universal health care and inequitable access to life saving medical 

 
11 Suggested episode to watch: Season 1, Episode 16: King of Swords.  Available for viewing on Peacock. 
12 Suggested episode to watch: Season 2, Episode 16: Adverse Events. Available for viewing on Hulu. 
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interventions, as well as personal experiences dealing with the high cost of health care, 

TV audiences have been “primed” to accept a plot based around a failed health care 

system (Manheimer, 2019).  The show, written primarily by doctors and filmed in the 

historic Belleview Hospital of New York City, retains a goal of medical realism, but the 

overarching aim of the show is to bring ethical, structural and policy issues to the table 

through the power of storytelling (Manheimer, 2019).   

Though well-received by TV viewers, New Amsterdam has had its share of criticism in 

the few years that it has been on air.  Notably, Dr. Brit Trogen, who was a resident 

physician at the real New York City hospital which inspired New Amsterdam, took to The 

Atlantic to write a scathing article about the show’s inadequacies (Trogen, 2018).  Dr. 

Trogen claimed that the shows focus on “caring” for patients led to an unrealistic 

tendency for complex medical issues to be solved simply because an attentive doctor took 

the time to investigate them (Trogen, 2018).  “Unfortunately, the NBC series grossly 

oversimplifies the issues it portrays and leans into hero worship, which may lead viewers 

to troubling—even dangerous—conclusions about health care” (Trogen, 2018).   

In addition to being called simplistic and paternalistic, New Amsterdam has also been 

criticized for eroding trust of doctors.  To set Dr. Goodwin up as the saintly main 

character on a mission to fix health care, the writers of New Amsterdam resorted to 

blatantly disparaging other doctors, casting doubt on the trustworthiness of doctors 

outside of the New Amsterdam hospital (Trogen, 2018).  Furthermore, according to Dr. 

Trogen, while the show succeeds in painting doctors in a bad light, it fails in offering any 

workable solutions to the structural issues faced by hospitals.  Much of what Dr. 

Goodwin does within the hospital administration (like closing the ER waiting room, 
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firing all student doctors, and hiring fifty new attendings) would be financial unfeasible 

and logistically unworkable (Trogen, 2018).  The unrealistic nature of Dr. Goodwin’s 

methods is encapsulated in one of the shows recurring taglines, “Break the rules. Heal the 

system” (Jones, 2018).  As doctors like Brit Trogen see it, it is dangerous and unhelpful 

to act like defrauding the hospital and breaking the law is the proper way to fix the 

American healthcare system. 

The Resident—another rage against the system show—might  go even farther to cast the 

field of medicine in a negative light.  The shows co-creator Amy Holden Jones, who is 

not a doctor, has explicitly stated on Twitter that she is glad that The Resident has made 

doctors feel threatened (Holden Jones, 2018).  Unlike the TV writers of the 50s and 60s, 

the writers of The Resident are not required to worked under the guidance of the AMA 

and other medical associations to ensure that a certain image of physicians is portrayed.  

And unlike the doctor-writers involved with ER, who hoped to show the complexities of 

the healthcare system while, for the most part, leaving doctors themselves out of the 

crossfire, the writers of The Resident are gunning for Big Pharma, HMOs and bad doctors 

alike.  Still, the main character of The Resident, Dr. Conrad Hawkins, is a charismatic 

hero who goes above and beyond to treat his patients.  Like New Amsterdam’s Dr. 

Goodwin, Hawkins and his crew of “trustworthy” and capable medical professionals are 

made to seem like an anomaly in a system rife with bad actors.   

Many critiques of The Resident come from medical students and new medical residents, 

who have noticed serious inaccuracies with the medical “facts” shared and the 

presentation of medical education.  While The Resident, true to its name, focuses mainly 

on interns and residents, real life student doctors were shocked to see interns in the 
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television program running codes on their first day and being left in control of the 

emergency room with seemingly no supervision from high level physicians (Handler & 

Agee, 2018).  

While the technology, devices, and medical jargon employed in The Resident and New 

Amsterdam echo the traditional attempts to elicit realism in medical dramas, it seems that 

these newer programs are far less interested in medical accuracy and representing 

accurate educational structures and power dynamics.  Critics of these shows claim that 

they work to glorify “unethical, immoral, and illegal behavior in a profession whose 

primary purpose is serving human beings at their most vulnerable moments in life” and 

that, in the end, The Resident and its ilk “serve to erode public trust in the profession” 

(Handler & Agee, 2018).  

b. A Brief Discussion of COVID-19 and Medical Dramas  

While not the primary focus of this thesis, it is important to note how currently running 

medical dramas chose to address the issue of Covid-19.  While stuck at home and less 

able to connect socially, Americans have increased their television viewing.  Nielson 

numbers from 2020 showed that a high percentage of this viewing was conducted 

through streaming platforms like Netflix and Disney+ and of the most streamed shows in 

2020 the only medical drama to make the cut was Grey’s Anatomy, through past seasons 

accessible on Netflix (Nielsen, 2021).   

While Americans were streaming old episodes of their favorite shows to keep themselves 

busy, medical drama showrunners faced the difficult decision of if, and how, to deal with 

the Covid-19 pandemic in their upcoming seasons.  Though there has been a certain 
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amount of backlash faced by shows that have decided to incorporate the pandemic into 

their plots, with some would-be viewers choosing to turn off the television, or at least 

change the channel when these shows air (Karimi, 2021), many American primetime 

medical dramas felt a “moral imperative” to address Covid-19 in one way or another (Del 

Rosario, 2021).  These incorporations of the pandemic ranged from minor, in the case of 

The Good Doctor, to extensive, in the case of Grey’s Anatomy.  

The Good Doctor chose to start its fourth season with two pandemic episodes, but, 

beginning with the season’s third episode, the show moved into a post-pandemic world.  

This shift was indicated by a short scene at the start of the episode where the lead 

character, directly addressing the audience, announced that “[t]he following episode 

portrays our hope for the future, a future where no one will have to wear masks or take 

other steps to stay safe from Covid.  Until then, please protect yourselves and others” 

(VanArendonk, 2020).  Similarly, writers of The Resident, acknowledging that viewers 

are likely “so sick of the pandemic and being locked down in the tragedy of it,” chose to 

set the fourth season in a slightly accelerated timeline where everyone (or nearly 

everyone) has been vaccinated (Bentley, 2020).  This choice allows for some Covid-19 

storylines but ensures that the pandemic is not front and center.  On the opposite end of 

the spectrum, Grey’s Anatomy, responding to a sense of “responsibility to address the 

biggest medical story in recent history,” chose to make Covid-19 a major part of the 

show’s storyline.  Throughout its most recent season, Grey’s Anatomy has focused on 

how the pandemic has affected medical professionals, patients and their families, going 

so far as to depict the lead character, Dr. Meredith Grey, as critically ill with coronavirus 

(Karimi, 2021).  
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On top of the original question of how to tackle the issue of Covid-19, medical dramas 

have also struggled with deciding whether and how to address vaccination.  Thankfully, 

health professionals and associations such as HHS and The Creative Coalition have been 

working closely with showrunners, writers and producers of shows including New 

Amsterdam and Grey’s Anatomy, to combat vaccine hesitancy and misinformation by 

explicitly including discussions and depictions of Covid-19 vaccination in scripts (Subin, 

2021).  Furthermore, certain shows, including Grey’s Anatomy have joined the “This Is 

Your Shot” movement by recording cast public service announcements (PSAs) to 

encourage vaccination and inform viewers of the safety and efficacy of the available 

Covid-19 vaccines (The Creative Coalition, 2021).  

While the more complex impact of Covid-19 related medical drama storylines is unlikely 

to become apparent until later down the line, one way in which medical dramas have had 

a very overt effect thus far was by donating personal protective equipment (PPE) to 

hospitals and health care providers at the height of the pandemic (Legaspi, 2020).  In the 

spring of 2020 many high-profile medical dramas, notably The Resident, Grey’s 

Anatomy, and The Good Doctor made headlines by donating medical-grade gowns, 

gloves, masks and other equipment to local hospitals dealing with surges of Covid-19 

patients (Legaspi, 2020).  These acts of charity showed solidarity with real healthcare 

workers and generated positive press for these medical dramas.  The cast of The Resident 

supplemented their donation efforts by filming a PSA for Covid-19, including 

information about the virus, as well as pleas for individuals to refrain from hoarding 

masks, donate any extra PPE they may have, and follow all CDC guidelines (The 

Resident, 2020).  This PSA also included statements of gratitude to first responders and 
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assurances that we, as a society, would get through the pandemic together (The Resident, 

2020) 

Finally, according to a survey conducted in June of 2021, at least 7 in 10 Americans trust 

doctors, nurses and pharmacists to do what’s right for them and their families either most 

or all of the time (Swanson & Murphy, 2021).  This is a very high percentage and 

indicates that the medical response to the Covid-19 pandemic may be increasing 

American’s faith in the medical institution.  While it is currently unknown if the actions 

of medical dramas have affected the public perception of healthcare workers during this 

time, it will be interesting to see if this increased level of trust persists after the end of the 

pandemic, as they certainly cut against the previously mentioned trend of lower trust 

levels in recent years. 

c. Summing Up the Evolution of the Medical Drama  

Because there are so many medical dramas running at a given time, on different networks 

and in different formats (such as subscriber only channels, primetime, or internet 

miniseries), one might think that writers and interested parties would work to present 

diverging versions and varied perspectives of health care in their shows, but most shows 

produced at the same time will follow a similar formula (Turow, 2010).  This is likely 

because networks pay to air shows and rely on income from the advertising industry to 

profit off that investment.  Whether a given show airs on CBS, HBO or Netflix, Nielsen 

ratings (which reflect viewership) are extremely important for attracting advertisers, thus, 

TV show creators must attempt to write and produce shows that will be widely viewed 

(Turow, 2010).  To control the risks involved with creating a new television program, 

network executives tend to opt for shows that follow a formula consisting of “plot types, 
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character types and locales (police stations, hospitals) that have a reputation for success 

in television” (Turow, 2010). 

The first prime-time medical dramas were joint ventures with medical associations and 

predicated on the notion that doctors were omnipotent providers of care.  These programs 

showcased technological advancement and focused on providing happy endings, which 

made it difficult for real doctors to keep up with the high expectations held by patients 

who were also TV viewers.  M*A*S*H, along with major historical events of the 1970s, 

led to societal opinions on institutions, including the medical institution, shifting, and 

becoming more cynical.  Over time this cynicism has grown, with HMOs and hospital 

administrations often finding themselves portrayed as the “bad guys” on TV.  Programs 

like St. Elsewhere and ER were able to demystify doctors and show the negative aspects 

of the health care profession, then House, M.D. and Grey’s came along to depict even the 

doctors themselves as uncaring figures focused only on providing diagnoses, cures, and 

surgery, while doing their best to avoid patient interaction.   

More recent shows, however, such as The Resident and New Amsterdam have shifted, 

once again, to a multidimensional depiction of doctors who fight to cure their patients 

while also combatting the “system.”  These TV doctors do not, however, represent ideal 

professionalism, procedures, or ethics standards, and these shows may cast the medical 

profession in a negative light.  Regardless of how the programs frame hospitals and 

doctors generally, they demonstrate a return to TV doctor “heroes” who present a moral 

superiority as they fight to cure their patients’ ailments and combat villains in the form of 

Big Pharma, HMOs and, often, their peers and superiors.    
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As always, successful television programs require a certain level of connection with the 

audience.  While TV shows often distort reality to maximize entertainment, viewers must 

be able to identify with the emotions and subject matter or shows will fall flat.  As 

prominent bioethicist Arthur Caplan has argued “viewers get what they want from 

medicine on TV” (Tapper, 2010).  The evolution of medical dramas from the 1950s to the 

2020s reflects not only how the medical field has changed, but also the preferences of 

television viewers.  “Articulated over time in the many permutations of the doctor 

character is a complex, constant conversation between viewer and viewed representing 

public attitudes toward doctors, medicine and science” (Tapper, 2010). 

Because these shows are beholden to ratings and the approval of the audience, as opposed 

to the approval of the AMA, the popularity of The Resident and New Amsterdam is likely 

reflective of further societal shifts in the perception of the healthcare field and providers 

of medical care in the US.  As will be explored in Chapter Two, while public sentiment 

can dictate what shows make it on the air, the shows themselves may in turn sway how 

the public feels about medicine.  If this is the case with The Resident and New 

Amsterdam, the current trend of Americans feeling negatively about healthcare (though 

slightly disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic) might very well continue, an outcome 

feared by many of the doctors and medical students who have taken the time to publicly 

critique these shows.  
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Chapter Two:  

Examining Viewer Perceptions of The Accuracy 
 and Impact of Medical Dramas  

 
As has been mentioned several times already, medical dramas are, and traditionally have 

been, very popular among viewers.  Viewers come from different ethnic, socioeconomic, 

and educational backgrounds and base their decisions to watch medical dramas on 

different primary and subsidiary motivations (Lee & Taylor, 2014). This chapter will use 

data from preexisting studies to examine the viewership of these television shows, the 

perceived accuracy of these shows, and the actual accuracy of the medical information 

and realism associated with medical dramas.   

I. Viewer Motivations  

Studies on medical dramas over the past decades have shown that these medical shows 

are widely viewed by people who are involved in the health care world in real life (such 

as health care workers, relatives of health care workers, and medical and nursing 

students), as well as people who are not (Czarny, 2008; KFF, 2002).  While people from 

all walks of life watch these shows, not every viewer chooses to watch for the same 

reasons, commits the same amount of time to watching, or has the same takeaways from 

these shows.  A 2014 study by Lee & Taylor investigated the motives and consequences 

of viewing television medical dramas by surveying over 350 students studying 

communications at one American college (Lee & Taylor, 2014).  While this study was 

clearly limited in scope, as it only involved respondents who were young adults (aged 18 

to 36 years old) at one school and in one area of study, it provides insight into the various 
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reasons why people may choose to watch primetime medical dramas, like ER, Grey’s 

Anatomy, and House, M.D. 

The 2014 study included questions regarding respondents’ decisions to view medical 

dramas, as well as the level of attention they paid to the various aspects of medical 

dramas (the story line, the characters and the values, the morals displayed by the 

character, the medical information, the medical practice and the medication or treatment 

used) (Lee & Taylor, 2014).  The study also measured how viewers used the information 

gathered from medical dramas by asking respondents to clarify whether they “talked with 

others about health or medical information [they] learned from the drama(s)” or 

“searched for health or medical information on the internet about a health matter because 

of something [they] learned from the drama(s)” (Lee & Taylor, 2014).   

The study revealed that, for the studied population, “motives for medical drama watching 

included information, social interaction, habitual pastime/companionship, entertainment, 

and relaxation” (Lee & Taylor, 2014).  The most important motives for consuming 

medical dramas were consistent with the motives for watching other types of fictional 

primetime television programs, mainly social interaction, relaxation, and entertainment.  

In this study population, medical information was not a significant motive for watching 

medical dramas.  The study found that people who watched medical shows for health 

information reasons consumed fewer medical dramas than people who watched for 

entertainment or social reasons.  The authors suggested that people with health 

information orientations might avoid medical dramas because there are higher quality 

sources of this information that they prefer to use, such as documentaries, medical 

websites, and medical books (Lee & Taylor, 2014). 
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While the study showed that most medical drama viewers are not motivated to watch 

these shows by an explicit desire to learn health information, it also demonstrated that the 

people who did report watching medical dramas with a health information motivation 

were more likely to later apply health information learned from the shows.  According to 

the researchers, the motives for watching medical dramas shaped how the viewers 

watched the shows and, ultimately, shaped what viewers got out of their time watching 

medical dramas (Lee & Taylor, 2014). 

However, the assertion that people who are health information oriented are less likely to 

watch medical dramas does not seem to apply when looking at medical and nursing 

students as a study population (Czarny et al., 2008).  In a 2008 Czarny study on medical 

and nursing students’ television viewing habits, which will be explored in greater detail 

in Chapter Four, a survey of Johns Hopkins medical and nursing students showed that 

84% of medical students and 81% of nursing students watched television medical 

dramas, including ER, Grey’s Anatomy, House, M.D., and Nip/Tuck (Czarny et al., 2008).  

While this study was about bioethics applications as opposed to viewing motivations, the 

fact that such a high percentage of medical and nursing students watch these shows seem 

to cast some doubt on the assertion that health information orientated people are less 

likely to watch these shows, since most medical and nursing students would likely fit into 

that category. 

Regardless of whether viewers are choosing to watch shows with an educational goal, 

viewers of medical dramas are exposed to medical language and different simulated 

procedures and treatments each episode.  While writers of these shows tend to aim for 

accuracy to preserve a sense of medical realism, medical dramas must balance the desire 
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for accuracy with the need for excitement and entertainment.  Because of these dual 

goals, medical dramas often include exaggerated or unrealistic situations.  Though the 

writers and producers of these shows openly acknowledge this, it is less obvious whether 

the viewers of these programs understand what is medically accurate and what is 

dramatized.  

II. Accuracy vs. Reality and Viewer Perceptions  

When it comes to medical dramas, there are many different aspects that can be realistic or 

dramatized.  It is easy to consider medical information and procedures as one category 

and medical professionalism and ethics as another.  The first category focuses on the 

actual diagnoses, surgeries, medical orders, and treatments portrayed on the show and the 

second category looks at how the doctors and other medical staff interact with each other, 

the health care system and their patients.  

a. Accuracy – Medical Information and Procedures 

According to a CDC study, 58% of regular primetime television viewers reported 

learning something new about a health issue or disease from a television show in the past 

six months (HealthStyles, 2005).  Furthermore, 28% of primetime viewers reported 

taking one or more actions after learning about a health issue, with actions including 

talking to someone ese about the story or health topic, telling someone to do something 

about the topic, visiting a clinic, doctor, or nurse or calling a clinic, health care place or 

hotline number (HealthStyles, 2005).  Additionally, up to 42% of older adults cite 

television as their primary source of health information, and a North Carolina study 
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showed that members of minority groups were more likely to identify television as a 

valuable information source (Portanova, 2014).   

An influential 2002 survey funded by the Kaiser Family Foundation demonstrated how 

viewers of ER received and responded to medical information from the show.  The study 

revealed that 51% of ER viewers reported learning about important health issues from 

watching the show, and that they talked with family and friends about the health issues 

presented in ER episodes (KFF, 2002).  Additionally, 33% of viewers said that the 

information from ER helped them to make choices about their personal and family health 

care, and 14% even reported contacting a health professional because of a health issue 

depicted on ER (KFF, 2002). 

The fact that so many medical drama viewers believe that they have learned valuable 

health information from television sources does not necessarily mean that what they have 

learned is accurate.  Determining accuracy levels of the information in medical dramas is 

important because viewers retain a certain portion medical information from these shows, 

regardless of whether it is accurate or inaccurate (HealthStyles, 2005).  Several studies 

have been conducted to determine the accuracy of the medical information being 

presented in scripted medical shows, and these studies have painted a less trustworthy 

picture of medical dramas (Polk, 2015; Diem et al., 1996; Portanova 2015; Serrone, 

2018).  

Starting with medication orders, a 2016 study on the accuracy of TV medical orders 

revealed that medication orders in medical dramas were accurate 88.1% of the time, with 

several shows reaching 100% accuracy (Polk, 2015).  While the accuracy was higher than 

the researchers in this study had hypothesized, most (94.3%) of the medication orders 
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were incomplete, either missing the dosage, the route of administration or the frequency 

of administration (Polk, 2015).  This demonstrates that while the writers make it a point 

to be medically accurate in which medications to prescribe, they are less concerned with 

capturing the more tedious details of prescribing, possibly excluding that information 

from the scene to save time or avoid boring the audience.  Even though the medication 

itself is correct, the extremely high rate of incomplete orders “does not represent ‘real-

world’ prescribing” (Polk, 2015). 

Medical procedures may be more difficult to present accurately than medication orders.  

For example, one medical procedure that is very commonly portrayed in medical dramas, 

though, often incorrectly, is Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR).  There is evidence to 

suggest that the public largely base their perceptions of CPR on the way it is portrayed in 

the media, including medical dramas (Harris & Willoughby, 2009).  This can be a 

problem because medical dramas typically tout CPR as a successful and routine 

procedure when it “is a hard, ferocious, bone-breaking clinical intervention, and too often 

prolongs the death and dying event” (Taubert, 2016).  Due to this disconnect, CPR in 

television shows has garnered a lot of attention and has been the subject of several studies 

over the past two decades (Diem et al., 1996; Portanova, 2015).   

In 1996 the New England Journal of Medicine published a special article discussing the 

accuracy of CPR as presented in the shows ER and Chicago Hope, as well as the 

dramatic reenactment show Rescue 911.  The researchers identified all instances of CPR 

in the relevant episodes and examined several features, importantly what events 

necessitated CPR and the short- and long-term success rates (Diem et al., 1996).  The 

study results showed that the television portrayal of CPR and death was misleading in 
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several ways.  First, in the studied television shows, most cardiac arrests were caused by 

acute injuries and only 28% were from underlying cardiac disease.  In reality, 75-95% of 

cardiac arrests result from underlying cardiac disease (Diem et al., 1996).  Additionally, 

the studied television dramas dramatically overrepresented successful CPR, with 75% of 

patients surviving immediately after their cardiac arrests and 67% surviving in the long-

term (Diem et al., 1996).  True rates of survival are harder to quantify, but the researchers 

in this study estimated that 6.5-15% long-term survival was more realistic.  Finally, 

medical dramas tended to portray CPR as wholly successful (full recover) or wholly 

unsuccessful (death).  This is again misleading because CPR is a procedure with inherent 

risks, and can sometimes lead to “prolonged suffering, severe neurologic damage, or an 

undignified death” (Diem et al., 1996). 

In an interesting example of how well-reasoned critiques of medical dramas can make an 

actual impact on the genre, ER writer Neal Baer, M.D. published a response to the 1996 

article in the New England Journal of Medicine acknowledging the inaccurate 

representation of CPR in his show and ultimately endeavored to include more of the risks 

and complications of CPR in future ER episodes (Baer, 1996).  In his short article Baer 

also pushed back on his critics, asserting that the fact that “a majority of patients learn 

about CPR from television suggests that physicians are not providing their patients with 

the information necessary to make critical decisions. Instead of blaming television for 

failing to portray CPR accurately … physicians need to make a concerted effort to 

discuss this difficult topic openly with all their patients” (Baer, 1996). 

While Baer’s actions indicate that he took some of the CPR criticisms to heart, a 2015 

revisitation of the original CPR study yielded similar results to the original (Portanova, 
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2015).  The later study covered Grey’s Anatomy and House, M.D. during the 2010-2011 

airing period and once again considered incidences of CPR and survival rates.  The 

findings revealed misleadingly high immediate and long-term CPR survival rates (69.6% 

and 50% respectively) when compared to real-life survival rates (36.8-61.2% and 13.4-

32.2%) and showed that medical dramas still focus on trauma-related cardiac arrest 

(39.1% of CPR administration) even though trauma only accounts for 2% of CPR 

administration in real life (Portanova, 2015).  The authors of this article called for 

television writers to include more accurate representations of CPR.  Accurate 

representation in shows can impact actual patients, because “older adults identifying 

television as a main source of medical information had overly optimistic predictions of 

survival rates after CPR,” but research has shown that older adults choose less aggressive 

care preferences after being educated about correct survival rates of CPR (Portanova, 

2015).  While it is important for actual doctors to take the time to educate their patients 

about CPR, television drama writers can make things easier on both patients and real-life 

physicians by portraying CPR in an accurate way and refraining from creating unrealistic 

expectations of success.  

Like studies on CPR, researchers have looked at the accuracy of portrayals of intubation 

placement, seizure first aid management, and transfusion medicine in medical dramas and 

how these depictions can influence viewers perceptions (Brindley & Needham, 2009; 

Moeller et al., 2011; Karp, 2013).  Here again, medical dramas do not do a good job of 

portraying medical procedures accurately, and these inaccurate portrayals can give 

viewers false impressions of how real-world medicine works.  
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As a final example of this inaccuracy, another study involving Grey’s Anatomy looked at 

the depiction of trauma recovery in the medical drama and its effects on viewers.  

Because most people have little personal experience regarding traumatic injury and 

recovery, and the suddenness of traumatic injury makes it difficult to prepare, the authors 

of the 2018 study posit that expectations regarding traumatic injury recovery are “largely 

shaped by the portrayal of traumatic injury on television” (Serrone, 2018).  To test this 

theory, the researchers reviewed all 269 episodes from the first twelve seasons of Grey’s 

Anatomy (which aired 2005-2016) and identified 290 fictional patients with trauma 

injuries.  When compared to the 2012 National Trauma Databank (NTDB) Program 

Sample, the television trauma patients were younger, more likely to be female and had 

relatively more severe injuries (Serrone, 2018).  In Grey’s Anatomy the patients were 

taken directly from the emergency room to the operating room 71% of the time, 

something that only happens 25% of the time in real life.  Mortality from trauma 

incidents was significantly higher on Grey’s Anatomy (22%) than in reality, where only 

7% of patients die.  Finally, on television, survivors of serious injuries spend less time in 

the hospital than they would in real life, and those surviving trauma patients typically go 

directly home from the hospital, whereas, according to the NTDB, 22% of trauma 

survivors are discharged to an inpatient facility (Serrone, 2018).  The researchers suggest 

that the inaccurate representation of trauma treatment and recovery may cultivate 

inaccurate expectations for trauma patients which, in turn, could lead to lower patient 

satisfaction when their actual treatment experience does not live up to what Grey’s 

Anatomy led them to expect (Serrone, 2018).  This connection between expectation and 

satisfaction is only a proposition, however, as this theory has not yet been tested.  
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While it has been demonstrated that medical dramas are not entirely accurate when it 

comes to medical information, survival rates, recovery time, and so on, some viewers 

consider this information to be so reliable and educational that they reportedly would feel 

comfortable performing certain medical procedures that they have “learned” from 

watching television (Shiller, 2018).   

To this point, in 2018 a team of researchers conducted a study to assess whether fictional 

television viewing affected self-reported perceptions of healthcare knowledge and skills 

(Shiller, 2018).  This study utilized a snowball sample to survey 111 people, including 

students at the University of Akron as well as their professors, family members, friends, 

and acquaintances, revealing that participants who spent more time per day watching 

medical dramas were more likely to believe that they were learning accurate medical 

information from these shows (Shiller, 2018).  Participants who watched more medical 

dramas were also more likely to report feeling confident in their ability to draw blood and 

perform CPR (Shiller, 2018).  Participants did not, however, report that watching medical 

television dramas made them more confident in their ability to dress wounds or recognize 

the signs of heart attack (Shiller, 2018).  One possible explanation for this difference 

could be that CPR and blood draws are more likely to be given airtime in these programs.  

It is also possible, however, that the study participants felt more comfortable with blood 

draws and CPR for reasons outside of the television viewing context.  

b. Accuracy – Ethical Issues and Professionalism  

Professionalism and ethics issues are highly prevalent in medical dramas, either as an 

intentional aspect of an episode or season-long plot, or as a byproduct of a health care 

encounter.  Medical professionalism, as understood in this thesis, is comprised of a set of 
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behaviors exhibited by physicians to demonstrate that they are “worthy of the trust 

bestowed upon [them] by [their] patients and the public” (Swick, 2000).  These behaviors 

include subordinating their own interest to the interests of patients, adhering to high 

ethical and moral standards, responding to societal needs, evincing core humanistic 

values, exercising accountability, demonstrating commitment to excellence, and 

reflecting upon their actions and decisions (Swick, 2000).  Studies on this topic have 

shown that when professionalism incidents appear in medical dramas, these incidents 

rarely depict exemplary professionalism.   

A 2010 study conducted by a team of doctors and bioethicists at Johns Hopkins 

University, and published in the Journal of Medical Ethics, endeavored to analyze the 

medical professionalism and bioethics content of one season of each Grey’s Anatomy and 

House, M.D.  The researchers identified 396 professionalism incidents across a fifty-

episode sample and found that only 5% of interprofessional incidents and 28% of patient-

professional incidents portrayed proper professional and ethical actions (Czarny et al., 

2010).  The most common issues of professionalism in these two programs were related 

to incidents of disrespect, closely followed by incidents of sexual misconduct (Czarny et 

al., 2010).  The same study identified 179 bioethics issues in the fifty-episode sample 

(Czarny et. al., 2010).  Over 25% of these bioethics issues (49 issues) were related to 

consent, and the researchers determined that of these 49 identified consent issues 28 (over 

50%) involved inadequate consent discussions (Czarny et al., 2010).  Other bioethics 

issues included disrespecting patient refusal of treatment and ethically questionable 

departures from standard practice. 
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While these professional and bioethics flaws are sometimes explicitly acknowledged by 

characters in medical dramas, they are not always identified as improper practice of 

medicine.  Sometimes these unethical or unprofessional decisions are accepted as “in the 

patients’ best interest” or even celebrated as being out-of-the-box solutions (Strauman & 

Goodier, 2010).  Even when these incidents are called out as inappropriate, the bad 

behaviors often go unpunished or are treated with a slap on the wrist (Czarny, 2010).  

While television writers and producers may see no problem with their characters defying 

traditional medical professionalism and bioethics standards, viewers may be impacted by 

these portrayals.   

One concerning study examining the perceptions of Australian medical students 

regarding the portrayal of ethics and professionals in American medical dramas found 

that most of these Australian students “believed that all ideals of professionalism were 

depicted positively in medical programs” (Weaver & Wilson, 2011).  As it has been 

demonstrated that these medical dramas are riddled with examples of unprofessional 

behavior, the fact that students consider them to portray professionalism well shows a 

disconnect between perceptions and reality.  This disconnect may be attributed to the fact 

that the unprofessional behavior in medical dramas is generally accepted by the other 

characters on these shows and is displayed by television doctors who tend to produce 

good outcomes and solve problems (Dr. House, for example).  As will be discussed in 

later chapters, the fact that students and other viewers are able to identify professionalism 

incidents, though not necessarily independently characterize them as good or bad, shows 

that there is an opportunity to teach viewers about professionalism if a concerted effort is 

made.  
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c. Cultivation Theory – Viewer Perceptions and Expectations 

Just as the medicine shown in medical dramas diverges from reality, so too do the 

behaviors and actions of television doctors and other health care workers.  While 

inaccurate representations of survival and recovery time may skew viewers perceptions 

of medical care, inaccurate representations of medical professionalism may create certain 

expectations and biases for or against medical professionals in the real world.  

Part I of this chapter included a discussion of Lee & Taylor’s article on viewer 

motivations.  While, according to Lee & Taylor, television viewers with health 

information motives are more likely to get health information out of watching medical 

dramas, the cultivation theory is useful for considering how and why certain viewers of 

medical dramas find these programs to be more realistic, trustworthy, and representative 

of real-life health care situations (Chung, 2014).  Cultivation theory is the proposition 

that “people’s perceptions and assumptions about the general nature of the real world are 

shaped by the social reality portrayed on television” (Chung, 2014).  Cultivation theory 

does not state that anyone who watches television believes that what they’re viewing is 

real, but it does suggest that viewers who watch more television than average, for 

example 4+ hours per day or 35+ hours per week, may begin to see the real world, as a 

replica of the television world, even when that perception is incorrect (Shiller, 2018).   

Television viewing is more likely to influence viewer’s perceptions of reality in areas 

where viewers have little real-world experience.  This is significant for medical dramas 

because most people only encounter health care as a patient or a family member and, 

thus, only have access to a fraction of the health care experience.  Heavy viewing of 

medical dramas can, unconsciously, fill in the gaps and make viewers feel more 
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knowledgeable about the innerworkings of the health care profession and the most 

important health issues in society (Chung, 2014). 

Heavy viewers of medical dramas have been shown to have more fatalistic beliefs 

regarding health care, perhaps because, in service of keeping their episodes exciting, 

medical dramas tend to highlight uncertainty and negative outcomes while glossing over 

routine treatments and preventative care (Chung, 2014).  These defeatist beliefs 

developed, or heightened, by watching medical dramas may affect viewers personal 

health care decisions, making them less likely to seek out medical care or less hopeful 

that the medical care they do receive will be effective.  

Heavy viewers, as compared to light viewers and non-television watchers, also consider 

different medical issues to be of paramount importance in society (Chung, 2014).  As 

previously mentioned, medical dramas tend to overrepresent traumatic injuries, such as 

wounds from car accidents and natural disasters, and underrepresent chronic illnesses like 

cancer and heart disease.  Consequently, heavy viewers of these shows are less likely to 

report chronic illnesses as major societal problems, even though such diseases account 

for more than 70% of deaths in the US (Chung, 2014).  These influences of heavy 

viewing may have negative impacts on real-world public health because heavy viewers 

may be less inclined to support initiatives focused on cancer and cardiovascular disease if 

they believe that these issues are not as pressing as other flashier and less common 

diseases that are overrepresented on television. 

In addition to impacting viewer perceptions of health care outcomes and important health 

care issues, watching medical dramas can affect viewer perceptions of the 

trustworthiness, professionalism, and proficiency of actual doctors. 
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Trust in American health care institutions has been declining over the past few decades 

and, as of 2018, only 34% of Americans report feelings of great confidence in medical 

leaders, as compared to around 75% in 1966 (Khullar, 2018).  Trust is important in the 

health care context and can impact how likely patients are to follow treatment plans and 

lifestyle advice and engage in preventative care recommended by doctors.  Levels of trust 

also impact patient satisfaction and continuity of care which can lead to over all health 

benefits.  Unfortunately, as television doctors have become less like the perfect Marcus 

Welby M.D. and more like the alcoholic and womanizing, though still loveable, Doug 

Ross from ER, or the sneaky and greedy, though perhaps redeemable, Dr. Bell from The 

Resident, they have become less trustworthy.  The depiction of doctors as untrustworthy 

on television mirrors public sentiments about the trustworthiness of real-life doctors.  

A 2003 study by Rebecca Chory and Ron Tamborini on television exposure and viewer 

perceptions of physicians revealed that the modern trend toward depicting television 

doctors as multifaceted and flawed has negatively influenced viewers’ perceptions of 

doctors (Chory-Assad, 2003).  This study indicated that heavy viewers of medical dramas 

reported physicians as “more uncaring, cold, unfriendly, nervous, tense, and anxious” 

(Chory-Assad, 2003).  In the nearly two decades since the research for this study was 

conducted, the presentation of doctor characters as ethically and personally flawed has 

become even more popular in the genre and while there has not been another 

comprehensive study on this connection, many doctors blame new medical dramas for 

fueling the decline of trust (Trogen, 2018). 
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d. Framing Medical Drama Content  

Many studies and scholarly pieces on medical dramas warn that these programs portray 

the medical field in an inaccurate light which may negatively impact viewers by fostering 

unrealistic expectations or unnecessarily pessimistic views of healthcare.  One way of 

examining this claim is to consider medical dramas through a framing analysis.  Framing 

“is an area of inquiry concerned with the presentation and interpretation of information” 

and can be used to highlight particular aspects of a topic or event while minimizing or 

eliminating others (Makoul & Peer, 2004; Communication Theory, 2021).  Framing 

analysis is commonly discussed regarding news media, but it can also apply to 

entertainment content because entertainment media and news often work together to 

shape viewers perceptions of reality (Makoul & Peer, 2004).  The framing paradigm is 

not commonly applied to medical dramas, but a 2004 application of this framework to the 

prime-time medical dramas ER and Chicago Hope provided an interesting examination of 

the way in which the framing of the medical field through these popular programs could 

impact viewer conceptions of medicine.  After content analysis and data collection, the 

authors of this article concluded that medical dramas (1) frame medicine as drama; (2) 

frame doctors as human; and (3) frame patients as trouble or troubled (Makoul & Peer, 

2004).   

First, the conclusion that medical dramas frame medicine as drama is not unexpected.  

The success of medical dramas is partially predicated on keeping viewers interested and 

excited.  Medical dramas, therefore, paint the lives of healthcare providers as interesting, 

fast-paced, and emotional.  To frame medicine as drama creators of these programs de-

emphasize the more boring or tedious aspects of the medical profession, like paperwork, 
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and focus on storylines rich in conflict, including professionalism, personal and ethical 

issues (Makoul & Peer, 2004).  As medicine is framed as drama, and drama is enhanced 

by personal storylines, doctors are framed as human.  In ER and Chicago Hope doctors 

were most often portrayed in “personal mode” and were presented as multifaceted and 

vulnerable (Makoul & Peer, 2004).  Finally, due to the focus on the interpersonal drama 

of doctors in these programs, patients are rarely the focal point.  When patients are given 

screen time, they are often depicted as “crazy, irrational, anxious, demanding, annoying, 

unconscious or dead” (Makoul & Peer, 2004). 

The way a specific topic or event is framed can set or change the way the audience sees it 

and influence their decisions (Communication Theory, 2021).  By framing medicine as 

drama and patients as trouble, creators of medical dramas may be influencing viewers to 

think that the medical profession is exciting and emotionally charged, but that the 

feelings and experiences of patients are far less important than the interpersonal 

relationships between healthcare workers.  

III. Impact of Medical Dramas on Career Choices and Real-Life Diagnoses  

Medical dramas can impact the lives of viewers in a variety of ways, sometimes through 

shaping the way they view the medical field or understand healthcare topics, and 

sometimes in more tangible ways.  For example, many medical drama viewers claim to 

have made educational and career decisions partially because of these shows.  It is not 

uncommon to hear a medical student or doctor attribute their decision to study medicine, 

in part, to their favorite medical drama (Lee, 2020; ABC News, 2017).  Since medical 

dramas attempt to portray the behind-the-scenes goings on of the medical world, it is 

unsurprising that they have the power to spark an interest in certain fields of work.  As 
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mentioned in Chapter One, enticing people to become physicians or pursue certain 

specialties was even an explicit goal of the writers and professional organizations 

involved with the creation of Marcus Welby, M.D.  The fact that once students get to 

medical school, or graduate and begin practicing medicine, they realize that reality does 

not exactly match the television version may be disappointing, but it does not undercut 

the value that medical dramas held when exposing them to the idea of a career in 

medicine.  

On top of people going to medical school because of medical dramas, there are actual 

cases in which medical dramas lead to diagnosis and treatment of real-life illnesses.  

While medical television is often accused of having a slightly negative effect on personal 

health by influencing viewers into believing that their risks of severe health issues are 

higher than they actually are, informing people about health conditions and their related 

symptoms can sometimes cause viewers to take initiate and seek much needed health care 

(Sick From Watching Medical Shows?, 2011).  This was the case for Sarit Fishbaine, 

who claims that watching Grey’s Anatomy “saved her life” after watching an episode on 

breast cancer made her seek a second opinion about a lump in her breast (Goldman, 

2015).  Fishbaine, a mother of three, felt a lump in her breast and was seen by a doctor, 

who told her that everything was normal and attributed the lump to milk from 

breastfeeding.  Six months after that initial appointment, she was watching her favorite 

show, Grey’s Anatomy, and the episode happened to center around a young mother 

whose breast cancer was originally mistaken for milk.  This prompted Fishbaine to seek a 

second opinion which led to the discovery of her cancer.  While real-life medicine saved 

her life, it was the medical drama storyline that prompted her to seek the care she needed.  
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Another example of medical dramas aiding in real life diagnosis took place in 2012 when 

Dr. Juergen Schaefer, who works at the Center for Undiagnosed Diseases in Germany 

diagnosed a 55-year-old man with severe heart failure with cobalt poisoning (Dahms, 

2014).  Dr. Schaefer, while admitting that he could have eventually diagnosed the patient 

through more traditional means, recalled coming to the cobalt poisoning diagnosis “after 

five minutes,” because he remembered an episode of House, M.D. in which a patient had 

cobalt poisoning from a botched hip replacement (Dahms, 2014).  Dr. Schaefer is also a 

professor, who often uses episodes of House, M.D. to teach medical students and had 

recently lectured his students about that exact episode (Alter, 2014). 

Examples of medical dramas and real-life medical care working together remind us that 

while medical dramas have the potential to mislead viewers in some ways, they also have 

undeniable value in making people aware of certain health issues.  Additionally, while 

medical dramas have been criticized for focusing on rare and flashy diagnoses as opposed 

to more chronic issues, this tactic has the potential to both keep audiences engaged and 

remind physicians of certain niche diagnoses which might ordinarily be overlooked.   

This chapter has reviewed information regarding the accuracy and realism of these 

television programs and how they can affect viewers perceptions, as well as real-life 

decisions. Chapter Three will work to pinpoint specific medical, social, ethical, and legal 

issues which consistently appear in these medical dramas, analyze these storylines 

through a bioethics framework, and identify tactics that can be employed by show 

creators and outside organizations to improve the impact of medical dramas on viewers.   
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Chapter Three:  
Engaging with Medical Dramas as Entertainment-Education  

Prime time medical dramas present audiences with a deluge of accurate and inaccurate 

information, but these programs make little-to-no effort to distinguish between the two 

categories.  Because of this, medical television viewers may be unable to separate useful 

information from distracting or potentially harmful mistruths, unless they take the 

initiative to conduct independent research after each episode, a task that many viewers 

seem to take on (Lee & Taylor, 2014).  This chapter will discuss steps that the writers and 

producers, as well as outside bioethicists, doctors, and relevant organizations, can take to 

make it more apparent which medical facts and scenarios are accurate representations, 

and which are false or overarchingly unrealistic.  

I. Medical Dramas, PSAs and Making Supplemental Information Accessible  

As has been mentioned in prior chapters, many viewers of medical dramas report that 

these shows have educational value and certain shows or specific storylines have been 

written with twin goals of entertaining viewers and teaching the general public about 

healthcare and public health issues (HealthStyles, 2005; KFF, 2002).  “Entertainment-

education” incorporates educational messages into popular entertainment content in order 

to “raise awareness, increase knowledge, create favorable attitudes, and ultimately 

motivate people to take socially responsible action in their own lives” (KFF , 2004).  In 

some instances, storylines that are simply included in medical dramas for entertainment 

or dramatic reasons may incidentally promote healthy behaviors or paint “risky 

behaviors” in a negative light (Moyer-Gusé, 2008).  
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Medical storylines in prime-time television shows, regardless of genre, can serve as 

entertainment-education.  For example, the results of a study on teenagers who watched 

an episode of the hit show Friends with a plot including an unplanned pregnancy from 

condom failure indicated that teens who watched the show knew more about the efficacy 

of condoms as birth control than their peers who had not seen the episode (KFF , 2004).  

Interest organizations sometimes choose to partner with television shows to draw 

attention to certain public health issues or specific diseases by creating targeted storylines 

and prefacing or following these episodes with content warnings, resource pages, or cast 

PSAs (KFF , 2004; Bulter, 2020).   

While PSAs other explicitly educational content sometimes encounter resistance, the 

incorporation of educational messages and persuasion into dramatic storylines may be a 

better way to influence behavior.  The problem with overtly persuasive materials is that, 

according to psychological reactance theory, humans feel the need to freely choose their 

attitudes and behaviors and, therefore, react negatively when they perceive a threat to that 

freedom (Moyer-Gusé, 2008).  Educational-entertainment messages subtly incorporated 

into medical dramas may be able to overcome psychological reactance, as the narrative 

format of the show allows viewers to become engaged in the storyline and less aware of 

the persuasive intent of the messages (Moyer-Gusé, 2008).  While some may argue that 

the subtle entertainment-education of medical dramas is more effective than PSAs or 

other explicit educational endeavors, there is no reason to choose only one tool.  Subtle 

entertainment persuasion included in an interesting narrative episode then followed by a 

more explicit educational tool, such as a PSA or a resource slide, could be an effective 
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way to open viewers minds to educational messages and then capitalize on that openness 

by providing avenues for intentional education.  

This combination of explicit and implicit education does happen, but these entertainment-

education endeavors commonly deal with the social topics of sexual assault, suicide 

prevention, drug and alcohol addiction, and LGBTQ issues as opposed to health topics.  

There is no need for health topics to be excluded from this practice.  There have been 

many instances of successful PSA and resource sharing after television shows with 

medical plots.  In the early 2000s an episode of Chicago Hope with a storyline 

surrounding a cardiac disorder that causes sudden death was followed by a PSA which 

directed interested viewers to an organization called CARE (Cardiac Arrhythmias 

Research and Education Foundation).  After the episode aired, CARE reported receiving 

1,500 calls from viewers (KFF , 2004).  Similarly, an episode of The Practice which 

included a Tourette’s storyline concluded by sharing the phone number for the Tourette 

Syndrome Association, resulting in 500 calls to that organization (KFF, 2004).  Around 

this same time a partnership between the CDC and the daytime drama The Bold and the 

Beautiful led to the development of an HIV/AIDS storyline spanning two episodes.  

Following each episode CBS aired PSAs directing viewers to the CDC’s national 

HIV/AIDS hotline. These PSAs were attributed for increasing the call volume to the 

hotline from around 100 calls on a normal day to 1,426 after the first PSA and 1,840 after 

the second (KFF , 2004). 

Going further even than PSAs and resource slides, from 1997-2001 a collaboration 

between the Kaiser Family Foundation, the Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School 

of Public Health, the NBC News Channel, and the medical drama ER, culminated in a 90 
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second news segment, Following ER, which was broadcast on local news stations 

following new episodes of ER (KFF, 2004).  Following ER included interviews with 

medical experts and real people who had been affected by the ailments covered in each 

targeted episode.  The brief news segment also offered access to further information by 

providing viewers with toll-free phone numbers and online resources.  The success of 

Following ER, which reached one million viewers per week, led to the creation of a 

similar program Living with Hope, which aired directly after new episodes of Chicago 

Hope (KFF, 2004). 

These examples highlight that, when provided with additional educational information 

about the subjects depicted in popular medical dramas, viewers tend to take advantage of 

these resources.  While 90 second news segments following each new episode of The 

Resident, New Amsterdam, The Good Doctor, Grey’s Anatomy, and the many other 

currently running medical dramas seems highly unlikely today, there are steps that 

networks and outside organizations can, and should, take to provide more information for 

interested viewers.   

Most television shows have websites, though they are often sparse and simply included as 

an attachment to the network’s main website.  For example, the Grey’s Anatomy site can 

be found on ABC.com and only includes a brief description of the show, information on 

the shows cast, a series of “latest clips,” merchandise, and information on how to stream 

episodes (Grey’s Anatomy, 2021).  This site itself could easily be modified to include a 

place for interested viewers to learn more about the medicine, ethics and professionalism 

depicted in this series, but this is not the case.  During a brief period from November of 

2012 until May of 2013 the Grey’s Anatomy website did maintain a page entitled 
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“Medical Case File” which housed short posts written by Meg Marinis, the Director of 

Medical Research for the show (Medical Case File, 2013).  The posts on the “Medical 

Case File” page included succinct elaborations on certain ailments or procedures from the 

show, and links to more information, typically either through the CDC, NIH, or a disease 

specific organization (Medical Case File, 2013).  Since May 16, 2013, however, the 

“Medical Case File” page has been abandoned and the existing posts are difficult to 

locate unless you have the exact link to the page.  The websites for other primetime 

medical dramas follow the same format as the current Grey’s Anatomy page, offering 

information about the show and how to watch it, but no resources on the subject matter 

included in the storylines (The Resident, 2021; House, 2021; The Good Doctor, 2021). 

Additionally, organizations like the CDC and Hollywood, Health and Society (HHS) 

provide resources for television writers to use when attempting to achieve medical 

realism in their shows, but the websites of these organizations do very little to educate 

interested viewers about the content they are presented with when they watch medical 

dramas.  The HHS website, for instance, has an easy-to-follow format with tabs for 

“About US,” “Materials,” “For Writers,” “Event,” and “Contact,” but conspicuously 

lacks a tab for “For Viewers” (Hollywood Health & Society, 2021).  A “For Viewers” tab 

on a website such as this one could serve as the perfect location for analyses of medical 

drama episode content, further information on diseases or ethical issues showcased in 

these programs, and information about the realism and accessibility of treatments used.   

If not the HHS website, the pre-established websites of prominent bioethics organizations 

like the Hastings Center might be the proper place to create a centralized location for 

these resources.  The Hastings Center website is host to many different publications and 
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resources, including “Hastings Center Report,” “Bioethics Briefings,” and “Hastings 

Bioethics Forum” (The Hastings Center, 2021).  In February 2021 the Hastings Bioethics 

Forum published an essay by professor of health sciences Craig Klugman entitled “TV 

Show Depicts Racism in Medicine,” which summarized a recent episode of The Good 

Doctor and used that episode as a jumping off point to discuss the greater problem of 

racism in medical training and advocate for an anti-racism medical curriculum and 

practice (Klugman, 2021).  This singular publication interacting with prime-time medical 

dramas demonstrates that while the Hastings Center has not made it a point to engage 

with medical television dramas, it is open to including discussions like this on its website.   

The same author published in the Hastings Bioethics Forum in February, Craig Klugman, 

has written over 100 other articles interacting with medical dramas for his occasional 

bioethics.net feature BioethicsTV which has been running since March 2016 (Klugman, 

2016; Klugman, 2020).  In each article, Klugman addresses one or more recent medical 

drama episode and the bioethical issues associated with the episode.  He does not go into 

extreme detail, but often identifies ethical failures depicted by doctors in the show and 

poses open questions about what the right course of action might be.  These posts are 

exactly the type of interaction with medical dramas that bioethicists, medical 

professionals, health lawyers, and so on should be engaging in to help educate medical 

drama viewers, but it is difficult to know how successful the BioethicsTV series has been 

in reaching its desired audience.   

The truth is that resources engaging with episodes of medical television dramas exist, but 

they are neither located in a centralized location nor backed by an established authority 

on health care or medical ethics.  The interested viewer can go on Google and search for 
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more information on a topic presented to her in the newest episode of The Resident, but 

how will she know if what she finds online is any more accurate than what she just 

watched on television?   

If the Hastings Center, HHS or another established organization with a web presence 

were to take it upon themselves to become a central hub for resources devoted to 

educating television viewers on the reality behind the medical dramas that they consume, 

these viewers would be able to more effectively and accurately learn from these 

programs.  

II. Engaging with Episodes to Improve Educational Value – Examples  

With the vast amount of medical drama content available, it is impossible to summarize 

all the diseases, injuries and public health issues that these programs address.  It is, 

however, possible to identify and engage with certain representative cases.  This section 

will explore three topics that have been incorporated into the storylines of multiple 

medical dramas.  After identifying the three topics, relevant information on one episode 

covering each topic will be summarized and the episode will be analyzed in a way that, if 

made available to the general public, might be helpful to viewers.  Not every episode, 

ethical or legal issue is best analyzed in the same way, so the following section will 

provide samples of different ways one could interact with episodes to provide educational 

value and point viewers in the right direction to find more reliable information.  The three 

topics that have been selected for this narrow review are: (1) stigmatized illnesses; (2) 

disability; and (3) interactions between law and medicine.  
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a. Stigmatized Illness in Medical Dramas: HIV/AIDS on Screen  

Many different television programs have attempted to tackle the issue of stigmatized 

illnesses and a great deal of attention (and many storylines) has been devoted to HIV and 

AIDS, either regarding treatment of a sick patient, infected or potentially infected 

healthcare workers, or issues with informing individuals who may have been exposed.  

The first medical drama to address the misconceptions about HIV and AIDS was St. 

Elsewhere, in its season two episode “AIDS and Comfort” which aired in 1983 

(Betancourt, 2021).  The episode “AIDS and Comfort” featured a young male patient 

who contracted HIV through a homosexual relationship.  Years later, season 3 of ER, 

which aired in 1996, began a multi-season storyline revolving around the fact that Jeanie 

Boulet, a Physician Assistant (PA) at the hospital, was HIV positive (Moon, 2021).  After 

initial secrecy, conflict and the threat of a lawsuit, Boulet was able to continue to work as 

a PA at the hospital with the use of universal precautions (Homeless for the Holidays, 

1996).  

On April 13, 2021, New Amsterdam aired “The Legend of Howie Cournemeyer,” an 

episode which addressed both the past and present of HIV and medicine in the US (The 

Legend of Howie Cournemeyer, 2021).  The following is a summary of the relevant 

portions of the episode accompanied by several brief outlines of sample responses to the 

episode. 

Episode Summary: “The Legend of Howie Cournemeyer” 

To honor National HIV Testing Day the medical director of New Amsterdam hospital, 

Dr. Max Goodwin, offered free care to all HIV positive patients regardless of 

immigration or insurance status.  There are three relevant HIV plotlines in this episode.   
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The first patient seen in the episode is taken into the ICU and immediately told of his 

HIV status (positive) for the first time.  His test results are shared with him in front of 

several hospital workers and in an open ICU bay without privacy curtains. This patient, 

Kwame, reacts to the news with distress and disbelief.  One of the two doctors at his 

bedside tells him that “HIV isn’t a death sentence anymore, it’s manageable.”   

Later, Kwame’s church Elder comes to the hospital and demands to know what is going 

on.  After confiding in him, Kwame is shunned from the Mormon church and his job as a 

missionary.  Kwame explains to his doctor that HIV means that he will never have God 

back in his life. The patient and doctor communicate about faith and self-identity.  Later 

the doctor asks the church Elder to come back and explains to a colleague that the reason 

Kwame thought he couldn’t be a member of the community was that he couldn’t have 

children.  The doctor states that “with HART therapy and PrEP … HIV can be 

untransmittable and safe for conception,” meaning that Kwame could still marry a 

woman and have children.  The two doctors debate the ethics of using HIV science to 

help put Kwame “back in the closet” for religious reasons.  

The second HIV-positive patient featured in the episode is a young woman who is about 

to undergo exploratory surgery for a suspected hemangiosarcoma.  She is told by her 

doctor that this type of cancer often occurs when HIV goes undertreated.  The patient 

states that “HIV is not supposed to be a big deal anymore,” and laments that she missed a 

few checkups and now might die.  During surgery, one doctor asks another how the 

patient let her condition get so bad and opines that “maybe some people need to be 

scared” of HIV to keep their conditions in check.  Ultimately it is discovered that the 

patient does not have cancer, but instead has a hemangioma that will resolve itself on its 
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own.  The doctor tries to schedule a checkup with the patient for her HIV care, but the 

patient states that she has too much work to catch up on.  The fact that the HIV didn’t 

give her cancer made her think that the HIV wasn’t anything to worry about.  The doctor 

responds “perfect, next time I see you it will be in the morgue,” and continues on that the 

patient is being irresponsible by treating her HIV like “hay fever.”  This interaction 

scares the patient into scheduling a checkup.  

In another relevant plotline, Dr. Goodwin notices that a hospital placard has been defaced 

with the words “shame then, shame now” and the name Howie Cournemeyer.  Dr. 

Goodwin researches Howie Cournemeyer and learns that 1000 pints of blood were 

donated under his name in one month during the year 1986.  Confused, Dr. Goodwin 

tracks Howie down in person.  Howie tells Dr. Goodwin that he was arrested in 1986 

after protesting for a federal AIDS response and was in jail during that time.  Dr. 

Goodwin learns that the former head of the blood bank was the one who defaced the 

placard.  This man explains that in 1986 the hospital was in desperate need of blood, but 

“sexually active gay men were banned from donating it in this country, even if they knew 

they were HIV-negative.”  Goodwin believes that the situation was “just how it was back 

then,” but is corrected when the man states that now, in 2021, gay men can’t donate 

convalescent plasma for COVID.  The man admitted that he and other HIV-negative gay 

men used Howie’s name to donate blood to the hospital until the hospital director found 

out and forced the program to shut down.  Dr. Goodwin declares that the man who 

organized the donation was a hero.  Dr. Goodwin discusses the situation with the former 

hospital director, stating that the blood donation circumvented an “ugly, discriminatory 
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regulation,” but the former director argues that it was criminal to violate the federal 

policy and reveals that, for hospital liability reasons, he disposed of the blood.   

Dr. Goodwin decides to initiate a new hospital policy to ignore the “gay blood ban,” and 

allows HIV-negative gay men to donate.  When told that this could result in the 

government stripping the hospital’s funding, Dr. Goodwin states that, if that happened, he 

would go to court and that the “bigoted law would be thrown in the trash.” 

Episode Response: “The Legend of Howie Cournemeyer” 

This episode offered a lot, both good and bad.  It contained considerable historical and 

medical information about HIV, but, due to the nature of a medical drama and the time 

constraints, the information was presented without much explanation.  Anyone really 

wanting to learn about these issues would need to conduct further independent research.  

The episode also demonstrated doctor-patient communications, social opinions about the 

seriousness of HIV and the remaining prejudice against gay men as demonstrated by the 

gay blood ban.  While it touched on the legal ramifications that could be faced if the 

hospital ignored federal regulations on blood donations, it addressed the issue in a 

simplistic and unrealistic way.  

This episode could be responded to in a variety of ways.  The following list provides 

several possible directions that a response could take but is not exhaustive.  

First, an analysis of doctor communications could be performed.  An example of good 

communication practices would be the respectful discussion of religion and values that 

took place between Kwame and his doctor. An example of harmful practices could be 
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found in the attempt of one doctor to scare her patient into being more proactive with her 

HIV care.   

Second, a response could look at the representation of privacy and confidentiality in the 

fictional hospital.  Identifying standards for maintaining privacy in the hospital and 

comparing the portrayal in the episode (open discussion of Kwame’s HIV status) to real-

life guidelines.  A helpful response on this topic would likely include examples of actual 

guidelines and information on patient’s rights to privacy.  

A third version of a response could focus on offering more facts about the medical 

conditions identified in the episode.  An interested viewer could benefit from a fact sheet 

discussing the actual risks of untreated and undertreated HIV, including further 

information on hemangiosarcoma.  Additional information about HIV and conception 

would also be helpful in educating viewers about the ability for HIV-positive individuals 

to have children without passing on the disease.  A thorough response on this topic might 

go so far as to include information that wasn’t mentioned in this episode, such as facts 

about mother-to-child HIV transmission during childbirth.   

Lastly, viewers of this episode are presented with a brief history of the HIV/AIDS 

epidemic in the 1980s.  An effective response might provide resources for more 

information about this time in history, the parts played by activists, the pharmaceutical 

industry, the health care system and the legal system, and the lasting implications of this 

time.  It would be helpful for a response such as this to include information about the 

current policies regarding blood donation, such as the revised FDA requirement that men 

who have sex with men (MSM) can donate blood, but only if it has been three or more 

months since their most recent sexual contact with a man (LGBTQ Donors, 2021).  It 
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might also be prudent to provide further information about the consequences of a 

decision, like the one made by Dr. Goodwin, to ignore this federal policy.  While Dr. 

Goodwin says that a lawsuit based on this law would result in the law being “thrown 

out.” this is not an accurate representation of how a lawsuit like this would need to 

proceed or the likelihood that it would be successful.  

b. Disability in Medical Drama  

Disability is another issue often depicted in medical dramas.  Unlike the previously 

considered episode on HIV/AIDS, disability is not typically the focus of a medical drama 

episode, but instead it is presented as one problem to fix or one negative outcome to be 

addressed within the greater storyline of a medical drama episode.  Disability 

presentation in these shows often deals with patients with pre-existing disabilities, 

patients acquiring or coming to terms with recently acquired disabilities, or health care 

workers and their family members being disabled.  While disability representation in 

prime-time television is a good thing, when writers of these shows choose to include 

negative, uniformed, false or stereotypical depictions of disability, the results can be 

profoundly damaging to the disability community. 

Most, if not all, recent medical dramas have touched on disability issues in one way or 

another.  Several shows, including ER,13 Scrubs,14 Grey’s Anatomy,15 and most notably 

 
13 ER features Dr. Robert Romano whose arm is cut off by a helicopter blade, Dr. Kerry Weaver who lives 
with congenital hip dysplasia, and Dr. Peter Benton whose son is deaf.  
14 Scrubs featured a guest character Dr. Kevin Casey with obsessive-compulsive disorder.  
15  Grey’s Anatomy included many different story lines where main characters were physically disabled.  
Dr. Derek Shepard temporarily lost the use of his hand when it was crushed in a plane crash.  In that same 
crash Dr. Arizona Robbins lost her leg.  Grey’s Anatomy also has doctors with mental health issues like 
anxiety and depression, a doctor with PTSD and most recently a Deaf doctor.   
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The Good Doctor16 have featured main, recurring or guest characters with disabilities (ER, 

2021; My Catalyst, 2004; Grey’s Anatomy, 2021; The Good Doctor, 2021).  These 

highlighted characters are typically doctors, as opposed to patients.  While these examples 

of representation have been both lauded and critiqued by members of the disability 

community, it would be difficult to address these multi-episode and sometimes series-long 

depictions in this forum.  Therefore, a singular episode focusing on a patient with a 

disability has been chosen for summary and response in this chapter.  The chosen episode, 

“House Divided,” aired on April 27, 2009, as the twenty-second episode of the fifth season 

of House, M.D. (House Divided, 2009).  The episode, like most episodes of House, M.D., 

included many examples of unprofessional and unethical practices, including consumption 

of alcohol by working physicians, prescription drug abuse and a doctor who is experiencing 

hallucinations, but the following summary is limited to the scenes related to a Deaf patient.  

Episode Summary: “House Divided” 

This episode opens with a Deaf high school student, Seth, at a wrestling match when he 

begins to scream and clutch his head.  It is later disclosed that he was hearing explosions 

in his head, a condition called “exploding head syndrome.”  Seth is brough to Princeton-

Plainsboro Teaching Hospital, where Dr. House is assigned to his case.  When debriefing 

the case, the doctors mention that Seth, now 14, lost his hearing at age 4.  Internally, Dr. 

House questions why the patient never had a cochlear implant.  Later, while two of Dr. 

House’s team members are monitoring a seizure lab, they discuss this same issue.  One 

doctor, Dr. Foreman, is of the opinion that being Deaf is “not an identity, it’s a 

 
16 The main character of The Good Doctor is autistic with savant syndrome.   
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disability.”  The other, Dr. Hadley, responds that “it’s also a culture.”  Foreman 

disparages this idea, claiming that “anything [he] can simulate with a $3.00 pair of 

earplugs is not a culture.”  During the test the patient loses his eyesight and more 

symptoms, such as neuropathy, continue to emerge.  The team begins to suspect that Seth 

may have NF2 cancer, and that his loss of hearing is another symptom of the current 

disease.  The doctors remark that, if this is the case, his deafness might be reversable.  

One of the doctors on the team, Dr. Taub, explains to Seth that if he has NF2 the removal 

of the tumor could restore his ability to hear.  Seth is upset by the prospect of having to 

change schools (because he currently attends a school for the Deaf).  The patient requests 

that, if he does have NF2, the team treat his cancer but leave him Deaf, which Dr. Taub 

tells him is not a possibility.   

To confirm whether it is NF2, Dr. Chase conducts a brain biopsy.  Chase reports to Dr. 

House that there is swelling indicating that something is wrong, but it is not, in fact, 

cancer.  Dr. Chase is about to close, when Dr. House asks him, “Why are you closing?” 

followed by “We’re supposed to put in a cochlear implant.”  When Chase points out that 

a cochlear implant was not in the paperwork, Dr. House responds that someone must 

have “screwed up.”  Though Dr. Chase appears not to trust Dr. House at first, he is 

eventually convinced that the implant was requested by the patient and goes forward with 

the implantation.  

In the next scene, Seth wakes up, confused and upset about the implant.  Dr. House is 

scolded by his boss and Seth’s mother and is instructed to remove the implant as soon as 

Seth is stable.  When discussing with his boss, Dr. House maintains that the patient only 

wishes to remain Deaf because he is “ignorant”, and his mother is an “idiot.”  In this 
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conversation, without the mother or patient present, Dr. House claims that, because his 

patient does not need to be Deaf he is “opting into a handicap” which is insulting to “the 

other gimps out there.”  Dr. House is not punished for his actions, but Dr. Foreman is put 

in charge of the case moving forward.  

Dr. House discusses the situation with his friend and colleague Dr. Wilson, who 

characterizes what Dr. House did as a “caring act,” stating that Dr. House took action to 

make Seth’s life “better.”  And even though House acted in a way that was “immoral and 

illegal,” Dr. Wilson seems to support the overall outcome, implying that a being able to 

hear will improve Seth’s quality of life. 

In several separated scenes, Seth grapples with the idea of the cochlear implant.  First, he 

discusses the situation with his mom and demands to have the implant removed.  His 

mother explains that he needs to get better before the doctors can remove the implant.  

However, after hearing is name said out loud, Seth seems moved and hugs his mother.  

Next, he discusses the implant with his girlfriend, who is also Deaf.  She tells him that 

she wishes that she could get the implant too, and states that it is a “great thing.”  Seth 

insists that no one “needs” cochlear implants.   

In front of Seth, Seth’s girlfriend asks a doctor, in spoken English, to direct her to the 

bathroom.  After hearing his girlfriend’s speaking voice for the first time, Seth asks the 

doctor, in spoken English, if he sounds the same when he talks.  The doctor confirms that 

he does.   

Away from the patient and his mother, the team discusses Seth’s symptoms, which now 

include issues with his bladder control and heart.  Dr. House requests a stress test to look 
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for an arrythmia, but Dr. Foreman says no.  Dr. House comes up with a plan to simulate 

stress in another way, by administering asthma medication.  Before he gets the chance to 

try this plan, however, he discovers that Seth has ripped out his implant on his own.  The 

pain and stress of the situation led to the arrythmia presenting itself, proving that Dr. 

House was right about the heart condition.  Ultimately, all the clues, and Dr. House’s 

internal monologue, lead to the conclusion that the patient has MS.  He is put on the 

proper medication and begins to improve.   

The episode continues with other unrelated storylines, but there is not further discussion 

of Dr. House’s actions about Seth, or Seth’s decision to remain Deaf.  

Episode Response: “House Divided” 

This episode involved a Deaf patient and may have increased awareness of cochlear 

implants as well as differing views on Deafness as a culture or deafness as a strictly 

medical issue.  It is unlikely, however, that members of the Disability Rights movement 

would consider this to be beneficial to the Deaf and disabled communities.  There were 

issues in this episode regarding the language used, the autonomy and respect paid to the 

patient, and the hospital response to an illegal action.  Due to the variety of problems and 

topics raised by this storyline, several different responses could be beneficial.  

First, like the New Amsterdam episode previously discussed, an analysis of doctor 

communications could be very interesting.  In their private conversations the doctors 

discussed Deafness in a mostly negative and one-sided way, giving very little 

consideration to the wants and values of the patient.  Dr. House used offensive language 

to discuss disability when talking with his boss.  Dr. House also made negative comments 
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about the intelligence of the patient’s mother and the choices that she and her son had 

made about his Deafness.  Viewers watching this show might get the sense that these 

types of statements and negative discussions are commonplace among health care 

professionals.  Therefore, a response to the communication practices shown in this 

episode might include information about proper standards for discussing patients and 

their family members as well as appropriate language related to disability.  

Second, while the episode did include a relatively professional discussion between two 

doctors about whether Deafness is an identity or just a medical condition, a helpful 

response to this episode might offer more information about the social and medical 

models of disability.  If offered more information about the various conceptions of 

disability and Deafness, interested viewers will be given the opportunity to challenge 

their ideas about disability and learn, as opposed to simply accepting the medical model 

that was predominantly displayed in the episode.  A response on this topic might also 

address how the non-medical characters in the episode, like Seth’s mother and girlfriend 

both seem to support the idea that restoring Seth’s hearing would be beneficial overall, 

which might not be representative of how most real-life Deaf individuals and their family 

members would feel.  

Third, this episode would be a good candidate for a straightforward analysis of the four 

bioethics principles identified by Beauchamp and Childress: respect for autonomy, 

nonmaleficence, beneficence, and justice (Beauchamp & Childress, 2019).  Arguments 

could be made about how the doctors’ actions advanced or went against each individual 

principle.  For example, it seems obvious that Seth’s autonomy was not respected when 

Dr. House made the decision to have the cochlear implant inserted, but arguments could 
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be made that by restoring Seth’s hearing the act was beneficent.  Further, the pain and 

confusion experienced by Seth when he woke up with the implant could be characterized 

as harms, which cut against the principle of nonmaleficence.  A thorough analysis of the 

case and a weighing of the principles could introduce interested viewers to a seminal 

aspect of bioethics and provide them with more tools to use when watching and 

considering this and other medical drama episodes. 

c. Medical Errors, Legal Issues and Malpractice  

Medical errors, the law, and the threat of malpractice suits are a consistent aspect of 

medical dramas.  Most series have at least one episode where a main character doctor 

admits fear of being sued after committing an error.  Many shows include doctors being 

served with papers and going through the litigation process, but these lawsuits do not 

typically play out on screen.  Often, the threat of a lawsuit, typically one painted as 

unwarranted or unfair, is as far as these shows go with regard to legal content.   

Breaking from this trend, Grey’s Anatomy included an episode entitled “Sorry Seems to 

be the Hardest Word,” in its tenth season (Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word, 2013).  

This episode was dedicated entirely to a medical malpractice suit filed against one of the 

show’s recurring characters, Dr. Callie Torres.  

Episode Summary: “Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word” 

This episode includes many different flash-forward and flash-back scenes, making the 

timeline difficult to follow, so it will be summarized here in two sections, first the 

medical scenes and then the legal scenes.  
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To begin, orthopedic surgeon Dr. Torres is approached by an Olympic snowboarder who 

has been diagnosed with arthritis in his hip.  The athlete, Travis Reed, and his team show 

Dr. Torres a video of a trick that he needs to be able to land and inform her that he must 

be healed in time for Olympic qualifiers.  Travis specifically asks for the “Peterson Hip,” 

a hip replacement with a specific device that Dr. Torres has never used before.  Dr. 

Torres discloses this information to him and says, “I doubt that you or your team want 

you to be my first,” but Travis makes it clear that he’s “not scared of firsts” and Dr. 

Torres ultimately agrees to research the joint and learn what she can.  Torres attempts to 

get information about a clinical trial on the Peterson Joint being conducted in Germany 

but doesn’t hear back and doesn’t follow up.   

Dr. Torres performs the surgery, but experiences complications toward the end of the 

procedure.  The patient’s heart rate rapidly increases, and Dr. Torres decides that she 

must close.  A nurse notices that a sponge in missing, everyone in the OR wants to find 

the sponge before closing, but Dr. Torres insists that there is no time to look for it and 

closes.  The next time she sees the patient is two weeks later when he is brought into the 

hospital with a high fever, a heart murmur, and a major infection at the incision site.  Dr. 

Torres decides that it is most important to address the infection and that his heart murmur 

can wait.  In the hallway, away from the patient and his girlfriend, she exclaims that she 

must stop the infection because she’s “not turning an Olympic athlete into a doorstop.” 

After taking Travis in for surgery Dr. Torres discovers that the infection is so bad that the 

hip implant needs to be removed entirely.  After this surgery another doctor checks on 

Travis and notices that his leg is turning black and has no pulse.  Dr. Torres and a cardiac 

surgeon argue about which issue needs to be addressed first, the patient’s leg or his heart.  
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Torres manages to convince the other doctor that because of Travis Reed’s status as a 

professional athlete it is most important to try to save his leg.  Torres takes Travis in for 

another surgery.  The next morning the patient and his girlfriend alert the doctors that 

both of his legs have turned black.  Both of Travis’ legs need to be amputated above the 

knee.  After the amputation Dr. Torres comes into Travis’ hospital room and has clearly 

been crying.  Travis says he wants her to leave, but she stays to give information on 

support groups and prosthetics to his girlfriend.  Travis yells at Dr. Torres to leave, and 

yells at his girlfriend for not kicking Dr. Torres out.  Dr. Torres asks the girlfriend to give 

them a minute alone.  Dr. Torres tells Travis not to take out his frustrations on his 

girlfriend, and says that if he wants to take it out on someone, he should take it out on her 

because she can handle it.  She goes on to say, “if you need someone to blame, then 

blame me.”  She says that if she could change the situation she would and that she is “so, 

so sorry.”   

The first legal scene involves a process server interrupting a presentation by Dr. Torres 

and informing her of the lawsuit.  After Dr. Torres is made aware of the suit, which is 

against her and the hospital, she decides that she will not settle, but recommends to the 

board that the hospital settle to avoid bad press and potential bankruptcy.  Another doctor 

and hospital board member who witnessed what happened during Travis Reed’s surgery 

says that she agrees with Callie, and that in her opinion Reed has “a very good case.”  

The trial date approaches, and Dr. Torres argues with her team of lawyers, insisting that 

she will not admit to negligence “when there was not negligence.”  Her lawyer attempts 

to convince her otherwise, stating that “jury payouts are always bigger than pretrial 
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settlements.”  Torres continues to insist that she did not make any mistakes and that she 

was unwilling to settle.  The case goes to trial the next day.   

The plaintiff, Travis Reed, enters the courtroom in a wheelchair and the jury can see that 

he has had both of his legs amputated above the knee.  The plaintiff’s attorney opens and 

asserts that he will prove that Dr. Torres committed a medical error which led to the 

double amputation of his client’s legs.  The plaintiff’s attorney focuses on the fact that 

Dr. Torres knowingly left a sponge in Travis’s body and that post-op infections are rarely 

as serious as the one that occurred and rarely result in a double amputation like in the 

case of his client.   

The plaintiff’s attorney calls several witnesses, including Travis’ girlfriend who claims 

that Dr. Torres never told them that amputation was a risk of the procedure, but that she 

overheard Dr. Torres talking about it to another doctor.  The girlfriend recalls hearing Dr. 

Torres worry about how a negative outcome could affect her reputation, citing to the 

“doorstop” comment.  Travis takes the stand and shares that he had trusted Dr. Torres 

completely and it was her fault that he had lost his legs.  Travis recalls an apology that 

Dr. Torres gave him right after the amputation and claims that she admitted that the loss 

of his legs was her fault.  The defense attorney objects to this, stating that it is, “illegal to 

use a physicians apology against them as evidence of guilt.”  The judge allows it, 

however, because the plaintiff is asserting that the apology went past the point of saying 

sorry and to the point of admitting fault.  Travis shares that Dr. Torres specifically said 

that “if there was anyone to blame for this, it was her.”  After this the plaintiff’s attorney 

states to the court “the prosecution rests.”  
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The defense brings Dr. Torres to the stand, and she recounts her version of what 

happened, confidently asserting that she did the right thing by leaving the sponge in the 

patient when she closed.  Dr. Torres said she made all the right calls and would make the 

same choices again if given the chance.  Dr. Torres says that she apologized because she 

felt sorry for what her patient was going through, but that “feeling for her patients” does 

not make her negligent, it makes her “human.”  

After the last day of trial, but before the verdict has been reached, Dr. Torres finds a letter 

behind her bookcase.  The letter is from the German clinical trial she had tried to contact 

before the surgery.  It explains that the clinical trial is being shut down because of five 

instances of infection associated with the Peterson Joint.  Dr. Torres realizes that the 

letter was sent three weeks before Travis’ surgery.  Dr. Torres says that she should report 

the situation to the court, but Dr. Meredith Grey convinces her that she should keep the 

letter to herself because it could sway the jury the other way and end her career.  Dr. 

Torres throws the letter away and returns to court to hear the jury verdict.  

As the relevant portion of the episode ends, the verdict of “not guilty” is read by the 

foreperson. 

Episode Response: “Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word” 

This episode was hard to understand from both the medical and legal perspectives, mostly 

because of the timeline switching in the original episode format, but also because of the 

vast amount of medical and legal language used without elaboration.  In this section, one 

proposed response to this episode will be explored, and then an existing response to this 

episode, created by a real-life lawyer and doctor duo, will be discussed.  
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First, a good companion to this episode would be a fact or resource sheet to offer 

additional information about the general topic of medical malpractice litigation and 

provide information to affirm, clarify, or correct some of the assertions made in this 

episode.  To begin, it might be helpful to address the relevant standard in this case.  The 

plaintiff, Travis Reed, was attempting to prove that Dr. Torres’ negligence was the reason 

for his injury, but the episode does not give the viewers a clear understanding of what 

negligence is or what the plaintiff was tasked with proving. It would be helpful for the 

interested viewer to know that, in a true medical malpractice case, “[t]he injured patient 

must show that the physician acted negligently in rendering care, and that such 

negligence resulted in injury. To do so, four legal elements must be proven: (1) a 

professional duty owed to the patient; (2) breach of such duty; (3) injury caused by the 

breach; and (4) resulting damages” (Bal, 2009).   

It would also be helpful for the fact sheet to clarify that medical malpractice is a civil 

matter, not a criminal one.  This clarification is required because in the litigation scenes 

in this episode made two mistakes on this topic: first, when the plaintiff’s attorney said 

the “prosecution” rests and, second, when the jury verdict was read as “not guilty” as 

opposed to stating that Dr. Torres was found not liable.  An information sheet could also 

provide statistics about medical malpractice cases, providing more information about 

how often they settle, what types of cases are most likely to be tried, and what typically 

motivates a patient to sue their doctor.  Because of the title of this episode and the theme 

of apologies, it would be interesting for the fact sheet to include information about doctor 

apology programs like the Communication-and-Resolution Program (CRP) (Howe, 

2021). 
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While there are many other ways that one could respond to an episode such as this one, 

two professionals, Dr. Mike Varshavski, D.O. [Dr. Mike] and Devin J. Stone, Esq. 

[LegalEagle], decided to team up and respond to this particular episode in the form of 

two YouTube videos (Sorry Seems to Be the Hardest Word, 2013; Doctor Mike, 2021; 

LegalEagle, 2021).  These two took the tactic of watching the episode and, in real time, 

rating how factual or realistic the scenes were, correcting falsities and providing further 

information.   

On the medical side, Dr. Mike said that the medicine in this episode was very difficult to 

follow, very unrealistic and extremely unprofessional.  He expressed concern with how 

little follow up care the patient received after his original surgery and stated that in the 

real-world the hospital would have had someone call him the day after his surgery to see 

if he was feeling alright, instead of waiting until he returned to the hospital two weeks 

later.  Dr. Mike also asserted that the negligence displayed was so bad that the hospital 

was likely liable due to lack of oversight and improper protocols.  At the end of the 

episode Dr. Mike reported that the medicine in the episode received a failing grade [F-] 

(Doctor Mike, 2021).  

On the legal side, Legal Eagle first commented that the timeline (a total of five months 

from being served until the jury verdict) of the litigation was completely unrealistic, as a 

case like this would probably span over multiple years.  He also provided more 

information about hearsay exceptions, an issue that came up when Travis’ girlfriend 

testified that she overheard Dr. Torres talking about the risk of amputation, and the “I’m 

Sorry” laws that were mentioned when the defense stated that it’s illegal to use a doctor’s 
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apology against them.  When scoring the episode for legal realism, Legal Eagle landed on 

a D- (LegalEagle, 2021).  

For anyone who watched the episode and wanted to know more about the realism and 

trustworthiness of what they saw, these videos by Dr. Mike and Legal Eagle would be a 

great resource.  Additionally, Dr. Mike runs the “Doctor Reacts Series” on his YouTube 

page where he reacts to episodes from different medical dramas (Doctor Reacts Series, 

2021).  While he doesn’t make it a point to respond to every episode, his interest and 

dedication to discussing these programs demonstrates an understanding, from his position 

as a medical doctor, that these shows are worth addressing.  Furthermore, Dr. Mike’s 

video response to “Sorry Seems to be the Hardest Word” has been viewed over 4 million 

times since it was uploaded on May 2, 2021, and some of his other episode reaction 

videos have around 30 million views (Dr. Mike, 2021; Dr. Mike, 2018).  Dr. Mike asks 

his viewers to comment with specific shows and episodes to review, demonstrating that 

his viewers are, at least partially, driving the content that he is creating.  The extreme 

popularity and viewership of his videos indicates that at least some medical drama 

viewers are interested in learning more about the realism of what they watch, from a real-

life medical professional. 

The amount and variety of issues that were presented during each of the selected episodes 

is revealing.  First, this demonstrates how much information about medicine, 

professionalism, the health care system, and so on, is presented in medical dramas.  

Second, it makes a good case for why there is not more engagement with these shows.  

The amount of time and resources required to provide a thorough analysis of every issue 

presented in every episode is prohibitive.  This complication does not mean, however, 
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that interaction with medical dramas should not be undertaken, it just makes it clear that 

not every issue, episode, or drama can be fully addressed.  Decisions about what to 

respond to will have to be made, either by individual scholars or organizations, but even a 

minimal engagement with only the most egregious or insightful episodes would be better 

than nothing.   

The few blog posts, articles and YouTube video responses that already exist indicate that 

people are interested in creating these responses and in consuming them.  Since there is 

an intellectual market for these types of analyses it seems reasonable to continue to 

produce it.  Given the immense popularity of the medical drama genre and the 

demonstrated interest in learning more about topics discussed in these shows, it would be 

prudent to increase the volume and accessibility of resources.  There is no harm in 

providing information about the medicine, professionalism and ethics depicted in these 

shows in a more easily digestible and accessible format but doing so might have a variety 

of benefits.  Creating more of these resources for the public could make television 

viewers better informed, more comfortable, and knowledgeable in medical contexts, and 

could even help to popularize bioethics as a field.  
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Chapter Four: 
Medical Dramas in Formal Education  

Thus far, this thesis has addressed the history, accuracy, and public educational aspects of 

medical dramas, but medical dramas also hold a place in formal education.  Television 

medical dramas are perhaps most applicable in formal education concerning medical 

ethics, and related topics such as communication and professionalism, but these programs 

also hold educational value for other health-related topics.  When assessing the value of 

medical dramas in formal curriculums, it is important to consider the teaching methods 

employed.  It is also necessary to consider arguments against the incorporation of medical 

drama in formal education.  This chapter will acknowledge certain drawbacks while still 

advocating for expanded use of this tool.  

I. The Landscape of Medical Ethics Education – A Place for Medical Drama?  

Traditional medical ethics education is often lecture and discussion based, focused on 

providing students with the knowledge and cognitive skills necessary for ethical decision 

making, primarily using ethical theories, moral principles, codes of medical ethics and 

specific information on clinical topics such as confidentiality (Fox et al., 1995; Law et al., 

2015).  Since the 1990s there has been general agreement that the teaching of medical 

ethics should be at least partially case-based as opposed to entirely theoretical, though the 

level of reliance on case materials varies, with certain classes focusing on foundational 

concepts and turning to cases only for illustrative value, and others being primarily case-

based with theory included in a supporting role (Fox et al., 1995). 

While theory and lecture are still essential elements of medical ethics education, another 

common educational method involves the use of a starting material to serve as a stimulus 
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or ‘trigger’ for discussion (Fox et al., 1995).  The medical ethics discussion trigger can 

come in the form of large group presentations, “standardized or actual patient interviews, 

scripted or unscripted skits, panel discussions, quiz shows, staged debates, and mock 

trials.”  It is not uncommon to include triggers from the popular media like music videos, 

clips from science fiction television shows or excerpts from talk shows (Fox et al., 1995).  

The unifying thread across this pedagogy is the importance of using some form of case-

based materials to foster critical thinking about the ethical topics and spark meaningful 

conversation.  Clips from medical dramas are well positioned to serve as the trigger for 

critical analysis and lively discussion, but these television programs are not often seen in 

medical ethics classrooms.  Several other methods, such as the use of traditional case 

studies, Performable Case Studies and Trigger Films are more established, and their place 

in medical ethics classrooms may open the door to the use of medical dramas.  

a. Case-Based Methodologies for Teaching Medical Ethics      

In addition to scholarly and theoretical reading assignments, professors of medical ethics 

employ many different tactics to make real the ethical and moral dilemmas that medical 

professionals face in the clinical setting.  It is not uncommon for plays, poems, fictional 

novels, personal narratives, and other artistic devices to be incorporated into formal 

classes on medical ethics and professionalism.  One conventional tool is the traditional 

case study or clinical vignette.  Case studies in ethics typically involve an objective 

description of a healthcare encounter, including the actions and statements of certain 

stakeholders (for example patients, doctors, and family members) as well as the relevant 

facts of the medical condition and potential treatment options.  Case studies provide 

many benefits, including sensitizing the student to the medical, emotional, and social 
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facts of each situation, allowing students to consider how different philosophical and 

religious perspectives might come in to play, and allowing students to try on the role of 

“decision-maker” while becoming invested both intellectually and personally in the 

process (Mitchell, 1981).  

Case studies are an instrumental tool for facilitating discussion and personalizing issues 

in medical ethics, but this form of instruction is not without its faults.  One issue with 

traditional narrative and case study is that these literary devices sometimes “[fall] short of 

promoting critical reflection.  Instead … the narrator—whether doctor or patient—risks 

becoming unassailable, and the narrative risks becoming propaganda” (Robeson & King, 

2017).  While case studies typically include multiple stakeholders, the presentation of the 

case study comes from a neutral and singular written voice (Robeson, 2020).  Because the 

incidents relevant to discussions of medical ethics are often characterized by multiple 

conflicting perspectives, dialogic forms of case studies, termed Performative Case 

Studies (PCS) have been used in formal education in North Carolina since 1988 to 

illuminate complex bioethical issues (Robeson & King, 2017).   

PCS in education can involve students transforming an existing case study into dialogue 

or creating novel dialogues after researching specific ethical issues and associated legal 

cases, news stories or narratives (Robeson & King, 2017).  After the students craft the 

PCS script, they perform the dialogue in front of an audience and then engage in 

discussion about the ethical issues presented.  A valuable PCS does not end with a 

resolution to the ethical conundrum, but instead should be treated as the beginning of a 

discussion, “rather than a declaration of a certain point of view” (Robeson & King, 

2017).  By creating the PCS students can engage with different perspectives by 
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developing characters whose opinions, though perhaps not the same as the opinions of the 

writer, are valid and defensible.  Additionally, discussions with PCS audiences after 

performance are enlightening as the audience interpretation of the dialogue may 

contribute another layer to the discussion (Robeson & King, 2017). 

As it was developed by Robeson and King, PCS is a semester long endeavor, with weeks 

devoted to research, writing and performance (Robeson & King, 2017).  Due to the time 

commitment of this model, many professors may find it difficult to incorporate full PCS 

into their curriculums.  A related but distinct teaching model involves the use of Trigger 

Films (TFs) to illicit similar educational gains to PCS while necessitating slightly less 

preparation and class time (Ber & Gideon, 2001).   

TFs are short videos (less than ten minutes long) created to demonstrate the doctor-

patient relationship, issues in medical ethics, exemplars of professionalism and other 

related topics (Ber & Gideon, 2001).  TFs begin as simple case histories or traditional 

case studies which are then turned into written scripts and eventually performed on 

screen by hired actors.  Unlike PCS, outside actors are engaged to act in these videos and 

it is necessary that they memorize the script and don appropriate costumes so that the 

video has a quality of realism (Ber & Gideon, 2001).  

TFs have been used for thirty years at the B. Rappaport Faculty of Medicine, and their TF 

seminars are structured to facilitate group discussion of pre-identified ethics and 

professionalism topics (Ber & Gideon, 2001).  Prior to airing the TF, the faculty 

instructor discloses to the students the key issues that will be involved in the film and 

after the TF the students engage in a facilitated discussion of those issues as well as any 

additional issues raised by student discussants.  Professors who include TFs in their 
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courses use pre-established questions developed in conjunction with the TF to guide 

student discussion (Ber & Gideon, 2001).  In the years of use at the B. Rappaport Faculty 

of Medicine, post-course evaluations have revealed high satisfaction ratings regarding 

TFs and professors involved in TF seminars have reported consistently lively and 

enthusiastic participation by students (Ber & Gideon, 2001). 

Like both PCS and TFs, medical dramas may be a helpful tool for teaching ethics and 

professionalism in formal settings.  Further, medical dramas are likely to facilitate some 

of the same benefits of these other tools while necessitating far less preparation time.  

There are thousands of available medical drama episodes that can be taken by professors 

and incorporated in medical ethics classes in similar ways to the use of PCS and TFs, but 

the use of pre-made and readily available medical dramas relieves professors and students 

of the writing and acting responsibilities.  Medical dramas are not proposed as a 

replacement to traditional case studies, PCS or TFs, but instead they may be an addition 

to curriculums which already make use of those case-based methods, or they can be 

incorporated into courses whose professors would like to reap some of the benefits of 

PCS and TFs but are unable to accommodate the time commitment required for these 

other methods.  

b. Justifying the Use of Medical Drama in the Ethics Classroom  

In her 2010 article “Using medical drama to teach biomedical ethics to medical students,” 

Thalia Arawi outlined several persuasive justifications for using medical dramas in 

formal education (Arawi, 2010).  In her appeal, Arawi focused on the narrative nature of 

medical dramas, which she terms “md-narrative” (Arawi, 2010).  Medical dramas are 

important learning tools because they allow students “to appreciate as many particulars of 
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the situation as possible, to engage in the case not as inactive spectators for a short time, 

rather to get entangled in the case just enough to be involved yet remain sufficiently 

detached to be able to exercise a good amount of critical analysis” (Arawi, 2010).  

Because of the unique way that television dramas allow the viewer to feel like they are 

connected to the characters and, in a sense, part of the action, md-narratives “translate 

ethics into a living experience” for biomedical ethics students in the way that traditional 

theory or case studies cannot, like the goals and outcomes of PCS and TFs (Arawi, 2010).  

Use of medical dramas in education should become accepted practice because “md-

narrative enhances emotional engagement, cognitive development, and moral imagination 

which allow for a more ethically sensitive student in training” (Arawi, 2010).  Emotional 

engagement and critical thinking are facilitated by md-narrative because these television 

programs offer more explicit and implied information about a medical encounter than a 

traditional case study.  While a case study might neglect to mention a smile from a doctor 

to a family member, or a slight look from a patient, viewers of medical dramas will gain 

valuable insight from these subtle cues (Arawi, 2010).   

As opposed to a case vignette written only from the doctor’s point of view, an episode of 

House, M.D. might show poignant scenes of the patient discussing her feelings with her 

loved ones, or of a team of young doctors arguing over the proper course of action.  

These moments allow the viewers to witness the impact of the moral decisions on 

multiple stakeholders and more fully grapple with the ethical decisions they are being 

asked to consider.  Further, studies have shown that highly emotional educational 

experiences tend to be well remembered and more easily recalled than neutral 

experiences (McConnell & Eva, 2012; Law et al., 2015).  Thus, by getting students 
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emotionally involved in the narrative of a medical drama episode, the educational 

messages might be better absorbed and retained.  

Moral imagination, meaning the use of “imaginatively structured concepts … to discern 

what is morally relevant in situations, to understand empathetically how others 

experience things, and to envision the full range of possibilities open to us in a particular 

case,” is also better facilitated by medical dramas than traditional case studies, as students 

are aided in their attempts to imagine the patient perspective by actual scenes focused on 

that perspective (Arawi, 2010).  The character development and realism in medical 

dramas, as well as the narrative structure of individual episodes, allow students to feel 

involvement in the storyline and more easily imagine what it would be like to be in the 

shoes of the characters, for example the patient, doctor, family member, and so on 

(Moyer-Gusé, 2008).   

Finally, because these medical dramas in an educational context are accompanied by a 

professor to moderate in-class discussions and focus students on specific biomedical 

ethics principles, md-narrative based lessons can meet the same educational standards as 

traditional curriculums while demonstrating to students that moral theory and bioethics 

principles are applicable to real-world situations in the medical field (Arawi, 2010). 

In the almost twelve years since the publication of Arawi’s appeal for expanded use of 

md-narrative in formal education, medical dramas have not yet become staples in the 

medial ethics classroom.  There have been, however, several documented examples of 

medical dramas being successfully implemented into formal education, and even more 

academic articles proposing the application of medical drama to specific subject areas.  
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c. Medical Drama in Medical Ethics-Related Education – Studies and Proposals 

While still not a highly researched or tested topic, several studies have been conducted 

over the past two decades testing the application of medical dramas to formal education, 

with most of these studies focusing on courses involving the topics of medical ethics, 

professionalism, and communication.  While these studies were performed in a variety of 

different ways, and tested different teaching methodologies, the most prevalent pedagogy 

was one in which television episodes or clips were used to spark discussion either in large 

or small group format (Law et al., 2015).  Some other pedagogical techniques applied 

include the use of reflective essays or narratives, presentations on medical drama 

episodes, and role-play exercises (Law et al., 2015).  When the use of medical drama in 

the classroom has been studied the results (based on learning outcomes and/or student 

accounts of satisfaction) have been largely positive (Law et al., 2015; Hoffman, 2018).  

Unfortunately, however, the studies on this topic tend to provide inadequate explanations 

of the teaching methodologies, research designs and long-term learning outcomes, which 

make it difficult to assess the actual value of these interventions (Law et al., 2015).  The 

variety of potential uses, and the lack of data regarding the relative values of different 

methodologies, indicate that more comprehensive research on this topic needs to be 

undertaken and, in the meantime, professors who choose to use medical drama in their 

classrooms should carefully select their methodology based on the desired learning 

outcomes and learning styles of their students.  

A 2017 review of studies on the use of medical dramas educational purposes included 

eight studies considering the use of medical drama clips in formal education (conducted 

between the years 1997 and 2014), all of which reported high student satisfaction, with 
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students indicating a desire to continue using medical dramas in their formal curriculums 

(Hoffman, 2018).  Six studies on medical dramas in the classroom specifically measured 

the impact of these programs on student knowledge of health topics including 

doctor/patient communication, professionalism, ethics, and medical training (Hoffman, 

2018).  All six studies reported findings of increased knowledge in students who were 

exposed to medical dramas in class, though these studies assessed knowledge gain using 

different tools (Hoffman, 2018).  Half of the studies on medical drama in the classroom 

assessed knowledge with the use of pre- and post-tests while the other half utilized open-

ended survey questions (Hoffman, 2018). 

Medical dramas, though demonstratively not examples of perfect medical ethics, can be 

used to facilitate discussion about ethical rules, and the reasons for those rules, in the 

classroom setting (Wicclair, 2008). The presentation of episodes or scenes depicting 

unethical physician behavior can be used to prompt students to engage in ethical analysis 

and critical thinking.  As for as professionalism and legal issues, watching medical 

dramas like House, M.D. in a classroom setting can allow for a professor to point out 

inaccuracies and bad behavior in real-time.  For example, in an episode of House, M.D. 

where Dr. House mocks his patient’s parent and uses scare tactics to get her to agree to a 

risky procedure, the parent ends up providing consent for the procedures and, ultimately, 

is grateful to Dr. House and his team for finding the proper diagnosis (Wicclair, 2008).  

In a classroom setting, the professor could explain that, unlike in the show where 

everything ended well, “[i]n the real world, a parent is likely to fire a physician who 

treated her with such disdain” (Wicclair, 2008).  Having a true professional interacting 

with medical dramas at the same time as the students are exposed to them may allow 
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students to distill the information more easily from these programs without being 

distracted or misinformed by the inaccuracies. 

Another proposed application of medical dramas in the classroom is to supplement 

teachings on the “hidden curriculum” in medicine (Stanek et al., 2015).  The so-called 

hidden curriculum is “a set of influences that function at the level of organizational 

structure and culture” this curriculum is “comprised of processes, pressures and 

constraints which fall outside the formal curriculum” (Stanek et al., 2015).  While all 

medical students and doctors receive various levels of formal training, the cultures, 

processes, and structures inherent in the practice of medicine, such as the proper way to 

answer questions during rounds, how much time a young doctor is expected to spend 

with her patients, and the physical layout of the ER, all contribute to another integral 

form of learning.   

There have been no studies on the use of medical dramas to teach students about the 

hidden curriculum, but a 2015 content review of prime-time medical dramas revealed that 

the hidden curriculum is consistently depicted in these programs, typically with 

demonstrations of the hierarchical nature of medicine, challenges during transitional 

stages in medicine, unprofessionalism, patient dehumanization, the loss of idealism, 

challenges of work-life balance, and role modeling (both good and bad) (Stanek et al., 

2015).  One medical drama scene identified as a potential tool for teaching students about 

the hidden curriculum comes from season one, episode seven of Grey’s Anatomy.  In this 

scene a senior physician overhears three interns “arguing over the care of an unstable 

patient for their respective personal gains” and reprimands them for “acting like 

vultures.”  This scene was identified as a beneficial tool for teaching the concept of 
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patient dehumanization because it first demonstrates the dehumanization and then shows 

a respected member of the medical community reacting to this aspect of the hidden 

curriculum in a negative light (Stanek et al., 2015).  

Both Grey’s Anatomy and ER offer a multitude of episodes which serve as excellent 

exemplars of the hidden curriculum (demonstrating key aspects of hidden curriculum 

without requiring an understanding of the overall plot) and moderate exemplars of the 

hidden curriculum (requiring some additional context for understanding) (Stanek et al., 

2015).  Scrubs, on the other hand, mostly offers poor exemplars of the hidden curriculum, 

likely due to its format as a medical comedy.  While Scrubs may be a good teaching tool 

in other areas, as it offers a relatively accurate depiction of a teaching hospital and often 

embeds morality tales into episode plotlines, it is less beneficial for hidden curriculum 

education because of the fantasy (typically in the form of “daydream” sequences) and 

comedy overlying the depiction of hospital interactions (Spike, 2008; Stanek et al., 2015). 

Under the guidance of a trained instructor, applicable medical drama episodes (those 

identified as excellent or moderate) can be used to teach students interested in pursuing 

graduate education in the field of medicine about the hidden curriculum.  And, by 

teaching students about the hidden curriculum and encouraging discussion and reflection 

on these topics, these future healthcare providers can work to become more critical about 

the negative aspects of the profession and take conscious steps to avoid falling into the 

practices of unprofessionalism, patient dehumanization, and so on.  Stanek et al., in their 

research and writings on the hidden curriculum and medical dramas, envisioned the 

integration of video vignettes created from medical drama episodes into formal 

undergraduate medical programs, as well as the creation of a database of video vignettes 
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conducive to illustrating the hidden curriculum (Stanek, 2015).  Unfortunately, in the six 

years since their proposal was published, neither of these steps seem to have been taken.  

d. Medical Dramas in Ethics-Related Education – Examples  

The number of academic articles discussing or proposing the application of medical 

drama to formal ethics education far outstrips the available information on actual 

examples of medical dramas being used in the classroom.  Included below, however, are 

two examples of formal ethics-related coursework utilizing medical drama to foster 

critical thinking and discussion.  

One example of medical drama in formal education can be observed at McGill 

University.  Starting with a pilot study during the academic 2010–2011-year, video clips 

from the medical drama ER have been used at McGill to teach first-year medical students 

about professionalism (Shevell, 2015).  At McGill, first-year medical students are broken 

into small groups of six and paired with a faculty mentor whose job is to facilitate 

discussion and reflection.  The students and their mentor view medical drama video clips 

chosen to demonstrate positive or negative elements of professionalism or 

“physicianship” and then engage in group discussions and individual writing responses to 

open-ended questions provided by the instructor (Shevell, 2015).  Students in the pilot 

study responded that the clips were useful tools for demonstrating clinical interactions 

and fostering critical thinking about the subject matter.  There was, however, some 

concern among students that a course such as this one would be more appropriate, and the 

content would be more relatable, later in their medical school studies (Shevell, 2015).  
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Medical dramas have also been used in continuing education efforts for medical 

residents.  In 2010, professors from the Pomona Valley Hospital Family Medicine 

Residency program in California chose to incorporate an episode of Grey’s Anatomy into 

a presentation on communication and professional challenges (Pavlov & Dahlquist, 

2010).  These professors chose to air five short clips from one episode, with each clip 

accompanied by several pre-determined discussion questions.  The residents viewing the 

presentation all participated in the discussion portions and, after the end of the 

presentation, rated the use of the medical clips positively, with all surveyed residents 

stating that they would like to see these clips used in future educational presentations 

(Pavlov & Dahlquist, 2010).  

While only these two examples have been presented here, there are likely many medical 

ethics courses in the US and abroad incorporating clips or full episodes of medical 

dramas.  It is difficult to know for sure, however, as these classes have not yet been 

written about or included in formal studies.  Nevertheless, the few examples of medical 

drama in formal ethics education offer promising anecdotal data, and there are further 

examples of medical drama applications to other medical subjects, which are included 

below.  

II. Medical Drama Applications Outside of Ethics and Professionalism  

Though most often discussed in terms of medical ethics applications, medical dramas 

have found their place in other courses as well.  Medical dramas have potential uses in a 

variety of topics such as biology, psychiatry, physiology and pharmacology and, when 

employed in formal education of these subjects, study results on student engagement and 

information retention have been promising (Hoffman, 2018). 
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A 2013 guide for educators published in Medical Teacher reviewed eight popular 

medical drams: Northern Exposure, Cardiac Arrest, ER, Scrubs, House, M.D., Doc 

Martin, Grey’s Anatomy, and Nurse Jackie (Hirt, 2013).  The guide included brief 

descriptions of each drama as well as an explanation for how each program might be used 

in medical education.  The suggested teaching uses were extensive and diverse depending 

on the identified show.  For example, Northern Exposure, a program set in a small 

Alaskan town, was identified as a possible teaching aid in the topics of rural medicine, 

alternative medicine and aboriginal health, whereas Scrubs, a medical comedy taking 

place in a traditional urban hospital, was presented as a good teaching tool for the topics 

of teaching and learning, mentorship, professionalism, communication skills and inter-

professional relationships (Hirt, 2013).  This teaching guide also expressed the view that 

the use of these shows might appeal to different types of learners, such as those who are 

“not captivated by traditional didactic teaching,” because medical dramas might allow 

students to empathize with the characters and thus feel more connected to the material 

(Hirt, 2013). 

In this section several examples of medical drama in formal education will be identified, 

starting with a 2011 initiative to incorporate the medical drama House, M.D. into a high 

school general biology curriculum.  This initiative utilized the “integrated video 

enhancement” or “integrated media” technique, which involves using media with pre-

scheduled interruptions for “teacher-student question-answer interaction time” (Alvarado 

& Maskiewicz, 2011).  For example, a class using integrated media might begin by 

playing the first ten minutes of an episode of House, M.D. and then pausing the episode 

to allow for discussion of relevant subject matter before resuming the episode.  The 
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purpose of the study was to determine if the use of integrated media improved learning 

outcomes when compared to the traditional curriculum (Alvarado & Maskiewicz, 2011). 

The studied population included students at a lower-socioeconomic urban public high 

school, aged 15 to 19 years-old, who were enrolled in general biology.  For each of two 

separate units, one on the nervous system and the other on the immune system, one 

applicable episode of House, M.D. was selected.  The primary author of this study, 

Marisa Alvarado, taught three versions of the same general biology course with the first 

class constituting the Control Group (traditional instruction with textbook readings and 

worksheets), the second class constituting the First Experimental Group (watched the 

House, M.D. episode without interruption and wrote a paragraph explaining how the 

episode was related to the unit of study), and the third class constituting the Second 

Experimental Group (watched the House M.D. episode with the instructor incorporating 

the method of integrated media) (Alvarado & Maskiewicz, 2011).  For each unit, the 

nervous system and the immune system, all three classes began with a pre-test consisting 

of multiple choice and free response.  At the conclusion of each unit, students in all three 

classes took a post-test and five months later all students took a delay-test (Alvarado & 

Maskiewicz, 2011). 

When comparing the pre- and post- test results, all students, regardless of group, 

demonstrated increased understanding at the end of both units.  With regard to the 

nervous system unit, students who watched the House M.D. with integrated media 

performed statistically higher (15%) on the post-test than students in the Control Group 

and the First Experimental Group, but, in the immune system unit, all three groups had 

similar outcomes (Alvarado & Maskiewicz, 2011).  The study authors suggested that the 
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entertainment value of the episodes could have been a factor here, since the nervous 

system episode include more dramatic and attention-grabbing scenes than the immune 

system episode, likely making the episode more memorable.  The authors also pointed 

out that the immune system pre-test scores were higher across the three classes, positing 

that the immune system unit may have simply been easier for all students, regardless of 

teaching method (Alvarado & Maskiewicz, 2011). 

 In the free response section of the post-test, students who were in the First and Second 

Experimental Groups reported thinking back to the House M.D. episode when taking 

their post-tests and stated that the episode helped them to remember the material and gave 

them the confidence to answer the questions.  One student specifically noted that the 

integrated media approach was beneficial because stopping the show at certain points to 

facilitate discussion kept the activity from being “too fun” and allowed the students to 

“get it more” than if they were just watching the show or just doing the traditional 

readings (Alvarado & Maskiewicz, 2011).  This study indicates that medical drama, 

specifically medical drama combined with the integrated media pedagogy, may be a more 

effective tool for biology education than traditional methods of instruction, but the study 

results were not conclusive, and this study would need to be replicated to determine 

whether the integrated media methodology is beneficial across subject areas or just for 

instruction on the nervous system.  

An interesting attempt to include medical drama in college-level education began in 

Marburg, Germany in 2008.  To engage undergraduate students in critical thinking about 

the presentation of medicine and bioethics in medical dramas, while also drawing 

attention to rare diseases, professors at the University Clinic in Marburg created a clinical 
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lecture class based on the series House, M.D (Jerrentrup, 2018).  These seminars, though 

offered for no credit, were highly attended.  The structure of the 90-minute seminars was 

provided by the professors:  

Each seminar starts by showing a short intro scene of a specific “House MD” 
episode. Typically, the opening scene deals with the initial presentation of the 
patient (mostly rather acute, life-threatening situations) followed by a rather 
complex discussion on differential diagnosis within the team of Dr. House. At this 
point, we stop the video clip and switch to factual medical information and 
discuss the differential diagnosis at this point. Furthermore, most of the suggested 
diseases presented by the team of Dr. House were critically discussed with our 
students. We try to illuminate the value of each argument and clarify in the 
discussion with our students what is fact and what is fiction. Thereafter, we jump 
to the next interesting sequence of the TV episode. Here we usually see serious 
side effects of an initial treatment approach by Dr. House and his team. This again 
will be discussed in detail including patient safety aspects as well as undesired 
side effects. At the end of the episode, we see the final diagnosis by Dr. House 
and his team. This allows us to review and discuss the fact and fiction of the 
whole story critically. Finally, we summarize the correct approach in diagnosing 
the particular disease in the light of the current clinical practice. In total, a typical 
class includes 8 to 16 video clips of 1 to 2 minutes, taken from one particular 
“House MD” episode for a 90-minute seminar. (Jerrentrup, 2018). 

The seminars at Marburg were held six to eight times per semester for several years, with 

each seminar typically attended by twenty to thirty students, most of whom were in their 

fifth year of the six-year medical program.  When asked to compare their feelings about 

the House M.D. seminars with their traditional coursework, students reported that the 

House M.D. seminars were associated with higher learning effects, motivation, 

concentration, and fun (Jerrentrup, 2018).  These students also highlighted the importance 

of the lecturers to facilitate better understanding of the information provided in the 

medical drama episode, indicating that watching these shows in the context of formal 

education is more beneficial than watching the same content on their own in their free 

time, which 75% of the surveyed students reported doing (Jerrentrup, 2018).   
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In another unique example, every year Dr. Graeme Smith, a professor at Queen’s 

University School of Medicine, uses the same episode of ER to supplement his obstetrics 

instruction during a pre-clerkship lecture series (Kwong, 2013).  This episode of ER, 

“Love’s Labor Lost,” involves an emergency room physician who misses a diagnosis of 

preeclampsia and later attempts to induce and deliver the baby in the ER without the help 

of an obstetrics attending, a mistake which results in the death of the mother during an 

emergency C-section.  Like many other teachers and professor who choose to incorporate 

medical dramas into their lessons, Dr. Smith takes the tactic of playing the episode with 

various pre-planned pauses to quiz his students on how preeclampsia and labor should be 

managed, identify mistakes made by the onscreen physicians, and offer corrections of 

these mistakes (Kwong, 2013).  While Dr. Smith’s obstetrics lectures are generally 

constrained to instruction on medical information and clinical procedures, the 

incorporation of the ER episode opens the door for a contemporaneous discussion of 

ethics and professionalism.  

When reflecting on the incorporation of “Love’s Labor Lost” into his medical school 

education, a student of Dr. Smith wrote that “employing the ER episode made for an 

extremely powerful and effective learning experience.  Being able to visualize the 

difficult decisions and mistakes made by physicians, all while engaging in discussions 

with the class at every turn was the most valuable part of the class. The fact that a 

didactic lecture on preeclampsia was embedded into all of this only added to the 

experience” (Kwong, 2013).  This anecdotal reaction to medical drama as a formal 

educational tool is aligned with the previously mentioned study data that students find 
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medical dramas to be enjoyable and highly educational when incorporated into formal 

curriculums.  

Finally, though very rare, college courses specifically dedicated to medical dramas and 

their intersections with health, ethics and society do exist.  One such class, entitled 

“Extreme Medicine: Understanding the Medical Cases on House, M.D.,” is available at 

Mississippi State University (MSU).  This course, offered to first year students at MSU, 

consists of one 50-minute session per week for a full semester (MSU, 2020).  The course 

description, taken from the 2020 Course Catalog, provides a general idea of the 

methodology and goals of the class:  

With its take on strange and bizarre medical cases, “House, M.D.” earned a spot 
in the landscape of popular television. It also gave rise to questions about the 
validity and probability of the illnesses and diseases presented on the show. This 
class will examine some of the medical cases presented, discuss the probability 
and validity of each case, and examine how the doctors were able to reach the 
correct diagnosis. This course is designed primarily for students intending to 
pursue careers in health-related fields but all students are welcome (MSU, 2020). 

While this class has not been the subject of any research studies or articles on learning 

outcomes, the fact that it exists as a standalone course, one which has been available at 

MSU for several years, indicates that there is enough interest from the student population 

to keep the class sufficiently enrolled, and enough faith in the virtue of the class for the 

University to consider it worth offering.   

As has been explained above, there are many subject areas, at varying levels of 

education, that could be taught with the addition of medical drama.  These dramas can be 

incorporated into the classroom setting in different forms, including either full episodes 

with planned pauses or short clips with discussion questions.  When the use of medical 

drama in the formal educational setting has been tested, it has been generally regarded as 
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successful in increasing comprehension while being engaging and entertaining (Law et 

al., 2015; Hoffman, 2018).  While the existing studies and anecdotal evidence on medical 

drama in the classroom is positive, the use of these shows is still uncommon.  The next 

section will attempt to address the reasons for the lack of uniform incorporation of 

medical dramas into formal curriculums and advocate for increase used.  

 
III. Acknowledging Barriers to the Incorporation of Medical Dramas in the 

Classroom While Advocating for Increased Use  

While many academic pieces have addressed the benefits of using fictional medical 

dramas in formal educational settings, there are still those who fear that medical dramas 

will do more harm than good in medical education.  The primary justification for 

arguments against the use of medical dramas in education seems to be the tendency for 

medical dramas depict unethical and unprofessional behavior (Hirt, 2013).  Critics of 

medical dramas in education point to the negative portrayals of healthcare workers, 

fearing that students will look to the flawed characters as role models and emulate their 

less-than-perfect behavior (Jerrentrup, 2018).  These critiques are especially prevalent 

when House M.D. is the proposed medical drama to be used in class, as the character of 

Dr. Gregory House is generally painted as a hero and genius even though he is especially 

prone to unethical, unprofessional and illegal acts. 

In many cases, however, it is precisely the negative depictions of physician behavior that 

these critics focus on which make medical dramas such a great tool for formal education.  

Subjects like medical ethics, professionalism, the hidden curriculum, and doctor-patient 

communication can be illuminated by guided discussion and critical analysis of television 

episodes.  By showing an episode of House M.D where the doctors ignore patient wishes 
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and treat them without consent, a professor can initiate a discussion about the value of 

autonomy and the importance of respect (Hirt, 2013).  Similarly, an episode of Scrubs 

showing how tired and burned-out new residents are can open the door for a conversation 

between students and faculty about work-life balance and wellness in the medical field.  

Furthermore, several studies on the use of medical dramas in education have specifically 

assessed student opinions on television doctors as professional role models, with results 

indicating that students view characters like Dr. House quite critically, and not as people 

to be emulated (Jerrentrup, 2018).  Finally, with the guidance of a faculty member, 

students are less likely to walk away from a medical drama with a false impression of 

acceptable medical practice and professionalism than they would be if they consumed the 

same content on their own time.  

Also, while professors can use medical dramas to introduce and contextualize biomedical 

principles and medical ethics codes, such as the American Medical Association Code of 

Medical Ethics, exposure to the storylines in these programs might aid students in 

examining and further developing their own sense of morals with regard medicine.  When 

presented with a medical drama clip exhibiting clear ethical (or even legal) violations, 

many students might still get the sense that the action was morally justified.  Or, on the 

other hand, students might watch a medical drama scene which exhibits professional and 

ethically appropriate behavior, but still feel that, morally, the healthcare workers went 

wrong.  The discussion opportunities afforded to students in formal classroom setting 

provide a better opportunity for students to consider this disconnect, and their personal 

morals, than if they viewed the same episode or clip on their own.  
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Other academics who oppose the use of medical drama in formal education, for example 

Howard Trachtman, Joel Ornelas and Neil Parikh, get stuck on the unrealistic aspects of 

medical dramas, and the traditional conception of fictional television as a vehicle only for 

entertainment (Trachtman, 2008; Ornelas & Parikh, 2007).  In his 2008 commentary, Dr. 

Trachtman identified himself as a television watcher, but quickly qualified that he used 

this medium for “pleasure and relaxation” only, keeping it entirely separate from his 

educational and work pursuits.  Due to the sensational nature of medical dramas and their 

tendency to focus on extreme ethical issues while ignoring the more basic aspects of 

clinical bioethics, Dr. Trachtman writes off medical dramas as an educational tool, 

instead suggesting more traditional extracurricular sources of knowledge, like novels, 

essays and plays, “vehicles that will stand the test of time and which focus on physician 

education rather than the Nielsen ratings.”  This stance, however, like the focus on the 

potential of negative role modeling, ignores the role of the professor, and gives students 

very little credit.  When used in formal education, the professor will be able to remind 

students that the extreme situations displayed in medical dramas are not the norm.  

Further, the students taking these classes are capable of understanding that television 

dramas are not reflections of reality but are influenced by entertainment motives.  These 

students, with the aid of their teachers, can distill the helpful information and thought-

provoking aspects of medical dramas without being bogged down by the unrealistic 

aspects.  

Outside of the potential negative influences of watching medical dramas, other critics of 

incorporating medical television shows into education point to the already strenuous 

schedules of students in health-related disciplines, questioning where medical dramas can 
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fit in.  This is a valid question, as medical curriculums are daunting enough as it is, but 

there are ways that medical dramas can be used in formal education that would not be an 

additional burden on students.  One possibility would be for professors to revise their 

existing syllabi, replacing certain traditional lectures with a combination of lecture and 

representative clips from medical dramas, or traditional case studies with medical drama 

vignettes covering the same or similar subject matter.  Another way to do this would be 

to offer medical dramas as optional supplements to set curriculums, allowing students to 

choose whether to engage with this content.  However, if episodes will be assigned 

without time for class discussion, professors should be available to answer questions and 

provide additional materials to enhance the educational value.  Finally, classes focusing 

on medical dramas and their applications to healthcare could simply be offered as 

electives, therefore only taking up the time of those students who specifically desire this 

type of interdisciplinary learning.  

While these potential solutions help to address concerns about students taking on extra 

work, there is also the issue of the burden placed on professors to create new lesson plans 

incorporating medical dramas.  Sifting through the massive archive of medical dramas to 

find appropriate episodes to integrate into class curriculums is a time-consuming 

endeavor.  Steps have been taken, however, by proponents of including medical dramas 

in education, to make this task easier for interested professors.  The 2013 medical drama 

guide for educators, described in Section II of this chapter, provides a chart of eight 

different medical dramas and their corresponding suggested uses in teaching (Hirt, 2013).  

The authors of the guide concluded their work with a statement that they intended to 

develop “a catalog of scenes from each drama which will prove useful to those who wish 
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to find a scene or episode which would be useful in a particular teaching context” (Hirt, 

2013).  Other articles on the topic have suggested the creation of a “shared bank” of 

episodes for certain teaching applications (Pavlov & Dahlquist, 2010).  Teachers and 

professors who are already using medical dramas in their courses could also limit the 

burden on educators who are just getting started by sharing their techniques and the 

episodes or clips that they have found most helpful.   

Existing resources for television use in formal education could also be expanded to 

include more medical drama content.  For example, an online subscription program for 

teachers called “ClassHook” houses thousands of clips from popular television shows and 

movies organized first by subject and then by more specific topics (ClassHook, 2021).  

On “ClassHook” under the “Health” heading there are further categories such as “Body 

Systems and Disease” and “Physical Health” both of which have clips from medical 

dramas including Grey’s Anatomy, House M.D., The Good Doctor, and Scrubs.  This 

program also allows teachers to find clips based on grade level, provides pre-made 

questions, and works to ensure that the clips are appropriate for education by 

automatically detecting and skipping inappropriate language.   

While there are reasonable arguments against the use of medical dramas in formal 

education, and logistical barriers to the integration of these media resources into the 

classroom, the potential benefits of using medical dramas are strong enough to encourage 

expanded use of these programs in formal education.  Students report that these shows, 

when used in a formal educational context, are engaging, entertaining, and helpful with 

comprehension of healthcare topics (Hoffman, 2018).  Additionally, the few studies 
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which included pre- and post-tests to measure knowledge suggest that incorporating these 

shows as a learning tool can increase understanding of targeted topics (Hoffman, 2018). 

Considering the arguments that medical dramas serve as negative examples for students, 

it is also worth reiterating that pre-med, nursing, and medical students tend to watch 

medical dramas in their free time (Czarny, 2008).  Since many of these students (84% of 

medical students and 81% of nursing students) are consuming this media content anyway, 

it might be prudent to include conversations about medical dramas in the classroom to 

give professors the opportunity to help students distinguish the accuracies from the 

inaccuracies and develop a more critical eye when watching these programs.  

Incorporating medical dramas into formal curriculums has the potential to help students 

stay engaged, gain additional knowledge, and work on critical analysis skills.  Many 

examples of how professors can use medical drama in the classroom have been provided 

in this chapter, but even more possibilities exist.  Professors who do not want to devote 

class time to screening episodes could assign television viewing as homework, asking 

students to identify any ethical issues that arise or write a description of the ethics 

decision making processes displayed (White, 2008).  Students could watch medical 

dramas as research to support essays about the qualities of “good” and “bad” healthcare 

workers or the importance of different biomedical principles in clinical contexts (White, 

2008).  Further, professors who do not want to sift through the thousands of medical 

drama episodes themselves could task students with picking their own episodes to 

analyze and present to class for discussion.  Students could even be asked to write and act 

out their own version of a Grey’s Anatomy or New Amsterdam episode to combine 

medical drama and aspects of PCS methodology in the classroom.   
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There are so many ways that this form of media could be incorporated into structured 

learning to enhance the experience for students and foster more dynamic class 

discussions.  While medical drama in the classroom may seem untraditional or 

unpredictable, studies on the use of mixed media in education have indicated that movies 

and television shows can be useful tools for learning, and targeted studies on medical 

drama in education have been extremely promising (Hoffman, 2018; Shevell, 2015).  

More attention should be paid to the application of medical drama in high school, 

undergraduate and graduate studies of the health sciences and medicine, and further 

research studies should be conducted on the efficacy of this learning intervention and 

relative value of different pedagogies.  
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Conclusion 

Medical dramas have been existed in American popular culture for around seven decades, 

but these programs in their current iteration differ greatly from their original form.  

Medical dramas are no longer created under the watchful eye of medical associations, and 

episodes are rarely written with the pure intent to educate viewers or improve the image 

of healthcare professionals.  That being said, medical dramas still present a high level of 

medical realism and include a lot of medically accurate information.  The mix of 

medically accurate and inaccurate content, however, can make it difficult for viewers to 

determine what information in each episode is trustworthy.  This can be problematic 

because studies have shown that many people rely on medical dramas to provide health 

information and inform their personal and family healthcare decisions.  

There are ways for bioethicists, medical doctors, and official organizations to interact 

with medical dramas to improve the public educational value of these programs, and 

several examples of this type of interaction have been provided in this thesis.  In addition 

to their public education implications, medical dramas can and should be used in formal 

education to engage students in critical thinking about healthcare topics like medical 

ethics and professionalism and to enhance lessons in general science and medical classes.  

Studies on the actual inclusion of medical dramas in formal education are sparce, but the 

anecdotal and study data that does exist indicate that medical dramas can benefit students 

by enhancing their educational experience and improving learning outcomes.  

Medical dramas present a very interesting and nuanced intersection between fiction and 

the reality of healthcare, but these resources have, thus far, been understudied and 
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underutilized.  The implications of medical dramas should be investigated further, 

regarding issues such as medical accuracy, public education and formal education.  

There are many aspects of medical drama, and medical television more broadly, that were 

not included in this thesis due to time constraints, but considerations of medical reality 

television shows, medical documentaries, and new media like medical TikTok and 

Instagram should also be studied, as these media tools undoubtedly affect perceptions of 

healthcare information and the medical field.  
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Appendix: Sample Lesson Plan  

Cultural Diversity – Highlighting Disclosure of Negative Information 

Target Audience: This lesson plan could be applicable for an undergraduate or graduate 

level bioethics class, including a bioethics or medical ethics course included in a medical 

school curriculum.  

Learning Objectives: The goal of this lesson is to teach students about cultural diversity 

in medicine.  Students should be able to demonstrate understanding of the concept of 

culture and its impact on medical encounters.  Students should develop their own 

opinions about the role that culture plays in bioethics and medicine and support these 

opinions with arguments from the academic texts provided, the medical drama clip 

screened, and/or personal experiences. 

Before Class Assignments  

• Assigned Articles: 

o “Caring for Patients in Cross-Cultural Settings”17 by Nancy S. Jecker, 

Joseph A. Carrese and Robert A Pearlman 

o “From the Local to the Global: Bioethics and the Concept of Culture”18 by 

Leigh Turner 

 
17  Jecker, Nancy, Joseph Carrese and Robert Pearlman. “Caring for Patients in Cross-Cultural Settings.” 
The Hastings Center Report, vol. 25, no. 1, Jan - Feb. 1995, pp. 6-14.  
18 Turner, Leigh. “From the Local to the Global: Bioethics and the Concept of Culture.” Journal of 
Medicine and Philosophy, vol. 30, no. 3, 2005, pp. 302-20.  
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o “Understanding Cultural Differences in Caring for Dying Patients”19 by 

Barbara A. Koenig and Jan Gates-Williams 

o “Respect for Cultural Diversity in Bioethics is an Ethical Imperative”20 by 

Subrata Chattopadhyay and Raymond De Vries  

• All students should read all four articles.  Each student will be assigned one of the 

four articles to read more closely and be prepared to present. 

In-Class Activities 

• Student groups and paper presentations  

o Students assigned to each article should get together, discuss the key 

points of their assigned article, and briefly (five minutes max) present the 

article to the rest of the class.  

• Class discussion of cultural diversity and different case studies included in the 

assigned articles – this discussion should include time for students to ask 

questions about the readings or broader topics to the professor. 

• Medical drama episode clips played for students – ER “Sticks and Stones”21  

o Season 5, Episode 17 [professor should prepare clips ahead of time to 

quickly play in order] 

 6:50 – 9:20 

 
19 Koenig, Barbara and Jan Gates-Williams. “Understanding Cultural Difference in Caring for Dying 
Patients.” Western Journal of Medicine, vol. 163, no. 3, September 1995, pp. 244-49.  
20 Chattopdadhyay, Subrata and Raymond De Vries. “Respect for cultural diversity in bioethics is an ethical 
imperative.” Medicine, Health Care, and Philosophy, vol. 16, no. 4, 2013, pp. 639-45.  
21 “Sticks and Stones.” ER. Created by Michael Crichton, season 5, episode 17, NBC, Originally Aired 
Mar. 25, 1999. Available on Hulu (https://www.hulu.com/watch/e2b27ab2-af95-457d-8fe8-
95379562f906).  

https://www.hulu.com/watch/e2b27ab2-af95-457d-8fe8-95379562f906
https://www.hulu.com/watch/e2b27ab2-af95-457d-8fe8-95379562f906
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• Doctor reads scans and learns that patient (older Chinese 

woman) has stage 4 lung cancer, she tells the family 

(patient’s son, his wife, and their daughter), but they are 

already aware of the cancer, they tell the doctor that they 

don’t want her to tell the patient about her cancer.  The 

doctor discusses with the patient’s granddaughter who says 

that the patient is strong and would want to fight. 

 10:25 – 11:20 

• Doctor comes into the room as the granddaughter is 

speaking mandarin with her grandmother.  The doctor asks 

the patient “who do you want making decisions about your 

health?” and the granddaughter translates.  The patient tells 

the doctor to talk to her son.  While in the hospital room, 

the doctor mentions cancer, in English, and the patient 

hears, getting noticeably upset. 

 12:20 – 12:40  

• Patient is having a seizure.  The patient’s son accuses the 

doctor of causing the seizure by telling her about the cancer 

and upsetting. 

 15:40 – 16:10 

• Patient’s son asks for a more senior physician but is told 

that everything was done properly.  The patient is 

unconscious. 
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 26:20 – 27:20 

• Patient wakes up and is disoriented, her family tells the 

doctor that she does not even remember coming to the 

hospital.  The doctor asks the patient’s son to tell her that 

she had a seizure.  The son asks for a different doctor again, 

but is told no.  The doctor tells the patient that her seizures 

are due to epilepsy and that she will be fine.  The patient’s 

son thanks the doctor (for withholding the cancer diagnosis 

and falsely stating epilepsy as the cause).  

• Small groups (mix the reading groups so students with different assigned articles 

are together, there should be at least one “expert” on each article in every group) – 

discuss the ER storyline guided by the following questions. 

o How well did ER handle the topic of cultural diversity in this episode?  

 Keep in mind that this episode originally aired in 1999 – does that 

matter?  

o Did the doctor do a good job of dealing with the request from the patient’s 

family?  How would things have been different if the patient had 

remembered overhearing the doctor mention cancer?  

o What steps should a doctor take when treating a patient from a different 

cultural background?  Did the ER doctor take any of these steps?  

o Which of the four principles of bioethics seem to be most important to the 

doctor in this episode?  Is that same principle considered to be most 

important to the patient’s family?   
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o If you were the doctor in this situation, would you disclose the cancer diagnosis, 

provide a false diagnosis, or make another decision?  

o In a medical encounter such as this one, would it be appropriate or beneficial to 

call for an ethics consultation?  

 Students should attempt to answer this question on their own and, after 

concluding, they should skim the short case and commentary article 

“Ethics Expertise and Cultural Competence”22 by Henry S. Perkins. 

• After reading this case and commentary article, students should 

reconsider the question and reflect on whether they would 

change their original answer. 

• In the last few minutes of class students should come together as a whole and share any 

interesting, surprising or thought-provoking moments from the activity – each group 

should be encouraged to make at least one contribution to the discussion. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
22 Perkins, Henry. “Ethics Expertise and Cultural Competence.” AMA Journal of Ethics, vol. 8, no. 2, 2006, 
pp. 79-83.  
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